
UNI ED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

......................................... 

HAROLD WEISBERG, 

Plaintiff, 

v. C. A. 75-1996 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 

Defendant . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

AFFIDAVIT 

My name is Harold Weisberg. I am the plaintiff in this case. I reside at 

7627 Old Receiver Road, Frederick, Maryland. 

1. On August 15, 1982, I executed the first part of an affidavit addressing 

defendant's bad faith in the matter of the consultancy agreement. This is the 

second part of that affidavit. In it I address defendant's bad faith as reflected 

in the transcripts of theecalendar calls. I interrupted preparation of this affi

davit for the preparation of a se~arate affidavit addressing defendant's bad faith 

as reflected in Defendant's Sipplemental Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Pay 

Consultancy Fee. I executed that affidavit August 16, 1982. 

2. Throughout this long and costly litigation, litigation that was forced 

by defendantas bad faith in not responding to requests and appeals that go back to 

1969, in person, thoough c ounsel and by ·- any long and detailed affidavits I have 
/ 

attributed persisting and permeatingf d fait~' to defendant. As the case record 

reflects, defendant de~ded not to/ 1spond to my FOIA requests. Ai'~o uncontradicted 
1, rttll 

and uncontradictable , 1,n the case is what amounts to deeindant' s p,to't to 11 ttop11 me 
I\ ';: \ 

embarrasJing to defendant. The scheme was to tie me 
I 

and my writing because\it is 
I 
j , 

up in litigation . Whil~ 

/' . ' 

the FBI , ipecial agent ( SA) who was to hay:~ filed a spurious 
. ~ 

libel suit against me to "stop" me - 11 stop11 is 
i 

word and thdt . : 
; ' 

' df, another FBI SA -
; \ 

/ I \ 

chickened out and that suit was not filed, defendant's record i:i.n, al'l of my FOIA 

cases is in accord with that 1967 plot . 

It is a record of ignoring my requests and fc(~ c1ing ul\1p.,ecessary 
. 1,, 

.. l t' \ 
·. i 
·. '·~\ 1 



litigation, o f constant stonewalling, continual misrepresentation, of untruth after 

untruth, to every court, to the Congress and to my counsel and me. In the eight 

years since FOIA was amended - in part because of earlier bad faith of this charac

ter by this defendant - I have been forced to go to the appeals court in almost 

every case although in no case should this have been necessary. The resultant 

establishing of precedents inimical to defendantis FOIA postures has not discouraged 

defendant's forcing these appeals, not even when, as defendant's i nternal records 

state, some of defendant's lawyers warned about the possibility of establishing new 

precedents adverse to defendant's FOIA positions. 

4. One illustration of this in this instant cause has to do wtth assertion 

of a copyright claim to withhold. Only after defendant lost in the appeals court 

was it disclosed that the alleged copyright holder had no objection to disclosure 

to me. In another of my current cases, this defendant made the same had-faith 

claim to withhold for four years other allegedly copyrighted material without com

plying with the appeals court deciiion in this case. 

5. Another of defendant's flauntings of bad faith of similar nature is 
J'\61......._ .... -L., 

defendant's to abide by other appeals court decisions in my cases with 

regard to such matters as the requirements of a good-faith search. (More about 

bad faith with regard to searches appears below.) 

6. By these and other similar indulgences in bad faith defendant has 

stonewa lled this and my other FOIA cases, wasting and wearjing the courts, my 

counsel and me, thereby also withholding pertinent and nonexempt information that 

is embarrassing to defendant. 

7. Defendant's scheme has suc7~eded. I have not been able to write a book 

in the eight years since the Act was, ·amended. And in theee eight years, i n not a 

single case was there., ever a good-faith search to comply with my requests. In this 

instant cause, there still has not been any search - any at all - responsive to 

some of the issues of my requests. 

8. As the first part of this affidavit states, in this part I address 

manifestations of bad faith as disclosed in the transcripts of the calendar calls 

of which I have copies. I , prepare it from a summary of thmm I made in 1980 f or my 

counsel before the first :o f the three surgeries that limit what I am able to do. 

The last transcript i nclude~ in this summary is of February 26, 1980 . There were 
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many subsequent evidences of bad faith and there were others at the calendar calls 

included in this summary, but because my purpose in preparing the summary did not 

anticipate my subsequent surgeries and the resultant limitations or the need to 

address bad faith as I now do, those many other demonstrations of bad faith are 

not included heeein. What follows, therefore, is far from all the reflettions of 

defendant 's bad faith at the calendar calls. 

9. I have tried to assemble this information bearing on defendant's bad 

faith by subject matter , but inevitably there is overlapping that cannot be 

eliminated. 

THE CONSULTANCY 

10. My review of this transcript summary discloses proofs of defendant 1 s 

bad faith with regard to the consultancy that are not iniluded in my August i/, 
1982, affidavit. 

11. Ms. Betsy Ginsberg was counsel of record at and after the May 10, 

1978 , calendar call. When she indicated (beginning on page 6) that al l outstanding 

issues could be cleared up in 60 days, which was not true, she referred only to 

r eferrams when questioned by the Court. The Court stated about the consultancy, 

"I had assumed he was going to be paid on a regular basis per diem, per hour or 

whatever." Utterly destroying defendant's present false pretense that there was no 

consultancy agreement and about what I was to do under it, Ms. Ginsberg replied, 

"Apparently that is the case, your honor, for his review of his notes and for a list 

of deletions and other kinds of problems that he is having." (Emphasis added) She 

acknowledged existence of the agreement and said that under it I~ to review my 

notes, as my coune!l and I stated, and I was not to examine again all 44,000 pages 

of the FBIHQ MURKIN files, defendant's present false pretense of convenience. (Page 7) 

12. Ms . Ginsberg followed with untruths and partial truths, "And, to date, 

the only communicat i on that we have received was this motion for partial summary 

judgment." (Page 7) pie case record is c l ear with regard to the falsity of her 

statement that the only "communication" defendant received is the motion . I wrote 

defendant repeatedlj arid in some detail and my counsel also did, and those letters 

are in defendant's case file. They also are in the case record in the Zusman 

deposition. Ms. Giasberg had a problem with truth because none of my letters 

i 
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· t k ledgment I cannot conceive of Ms. received any response - no even an ac no • 

Ginsberg's not knowing that her claim to not having "heard mention of a problem 

with the delet ions 11 i s i naccurate because they are numerous enough in t he case 

record, with which she is supposed to have been familiar. They also are dealt 

with in my many letters- to defendant and i n my consultancy report. 

13. My counsel noted t hat I had written the Civil Division about the rate 

at which I would be paid and that it had not even repaid the authorized expenses 

more than a half- year after I suiamitted a bill for them. (Pages 7-8) 

14 . Contrary to defendant's false pretense that there never was any con

sultancy agreement the Court stated, "I think it is a strange way for the government 

to behave." The Court wanted "this to be straightened out no later than the end of 

the week." The Court also stated, "I think it ought to be in writing vo there 

isn't any question about it. Certainly an offer that has been made, been accepted 

and has been started on i s expected to be carried out or this Court expects it to 

be carried out. I would like to know by Friday what exactly the ' erms are and a 

copy of whatever has been sent to Mr. Weisberg is sent to the Court." (Pages 7-8) 

As is not unconnnon in this case, defendant ignored the Court. Defendant did not 

send me a contract and defendant 's records, discl oaed under discovery, do not 

reflect that the desires of the Court were ever discussed or considered in any way. 

15. On May 17, 1978, defendant's counsel launched another diversion and 

false pretense, that tee consultancy was linked to the Stipulation, which it was not . 

(Page 2) At this point , and I bel ieve for the last time, on behalf of defendant 

she described the Stipulation accurately as no more than aplaintiff agreed to 

forego his Vaughn motion if the Federal Bureau of Investigation met its commitment s 

in process ing which were outlined in that Stipulation." This is all the Stipula

tion ever was, but defendant thereafter, continuously and knowing better, 

misrepr sented it. (More on the Stipulation appears below.) 

16. On 12 , 1979, nothing the Court wanted done having been done by 

defendant, I made effor t s at discovery . .Present defendant's counsel wanted all 

discovery pos t poned. When he go t to the consultancy the Court interrupted him to 

state, "I don't know that there should be $_~ rious questions on it. It was handled 

in open court right here and, quite f r ankly , the Court feels the Department let 

down the agreement." ( Page 8) 

. -·~··· ·•i 



17 . In response defendant's counsel disclosed his awareness of the 

existence and pertinence of records within discovery. Cpntrary to the instructions 

of the Court, he then withheld them until 1982 and then, despite a subpoena, until 

it was too late for their use in deposing Daniel Metcalfe . This resulted in 

further stonewal ling and the complete waste of time and money required by the second 

Metcalfe depos ition. He stated, "theee are a number of documents that may relate 

to this that are in the form of memoranda between members of the Justice Department 

to which we might we ll wish to assert a privilege. 11 (Page 9) (The content of these 

memoranda that defendant provided - and I have no way of knowing whether all were 

ever provided - is discussed in my August 1/, affidavit.) 

INAPPROPRIATE CLAIMS TO MOOTNESS AND UNJUSTIFIED AND 

UNJUSTIFIABLE MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

18. At vveral points, one of which I go into below, tee Court referred to 

what defendant was doing as "obstructionist." (See, for example, Paragraph 63 

below.) Making unjustified claims to mootness was ob tructionist. llefendant began 

making this claim at the very first calendar call, on February 11, 1976. Defendant 

then claimed to be responding to my April 15, 1975, request on ly, although it is not 

the only request litigated in this case. However, with regard to my April 15 

r equest, defendant then knew that the required searches had not been made . Those 

affidavits, like all my many other affidavits proving that defendant's affidavits 

were falsely sworn, have not been disputed. In fact, defendant, unable to back up 

this false swearing or refute my accurate attestatiuns, merely ignored them. How

ever, I later obtained defendant's internal records which prove beyond doubt that 

the false swearing, that all the Items of the April 15 request had been searched, 
and dei1be.rat e 

was knowi.ngi ' adde~e. SA Thomas Wiseman swore that SW John Kilty had made 

searches to comply with an Item that Kilty had written to Wiseman he could not and 

did not search. (Ki l ty also testified to this on deposition.) The fact is that as 

of today all the Items of that request have not been searched and there is not even 

a false attestation to a search to comply with the Items of my December 23, 1975, 

request. (A separate section on searches appears below.) The repeated claim to 

mootness, therefor e , f rom the first, was made in bad faith. 

19. AUSA John Dugan, then defendant's counsel, began the March 26, 1976, 
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calendar call b y s tating that "Subsequent to our las t calendar cal l , we have had 

discussions wi t h t he plaintiff and the plaintiff's counsel , and the r eason we d i d 

not f i le our motion was because it was my understanding on t he a s surances given - -

we l l , I f e l t tha t the case would be mooted out. 11 (Page 2) It s impl y i s not true 

that I or my counsel in my presence ever said anything but the exact opposite of 

this r epresentat i on of "assurances given" of mootness. The case record al so is 

quite clear on t h is. If defendant provided any such assurances t o defendant 's 

couneel, t hose assurances were knowingly and deliberately false . In th i s untr ut h 

he also was ignoring the entire December 23 request and both of my requests of 1969. 

20 . He t hen informed the Court that "further investigation will t ake plac e 

in the Memphi s field office, which is probably the only logical pl ace where any of 

the files could be located." (Page 3) This also is enormously untru t h ful because 

all 59 FBI f ield of fices had extensive files and defendant was wel l awar e of thi s . 

It required another six years to overcome defendant 's stonewalling and obtai n copies 

of the inventories of these field office holdings, which are quite ext ens i ve. 

21. These early claims to mootness were made despite the fac t tha t 

exc is ions were made without accompanying claim to exemption. The Cdurt s tated 

9page 10 ) tha t thi as required. Nonetheless, in response, defend~rit's counsel 
., 

s t a t ed that he did not want to "take too much of the Court' s titne , \ but when we 

last appeared in court, we indicated that we were going t o file • ·a 1.motion to dismiss 

or i n t he a lternative for summary judgment . " when he stat:ted' :t~i:king summary judg-.,, . . . ., 

ment a@a in (Page 12), the Court stated that "isn't going to ge.t !YOU anywher e so 

don' t waste your time on it." The fact is thbt as of today, d~ Ji>;l;ite t he Court 's 
\ \ 
\ • 

' \." " ;, 1:\\\ 
i ns truc tion that copies of the worksheets on which these exempt'i 'qtj:s; ar e pos t ed must 

: '.' \\ 
\ 

be provided, t hey have not been provided . \ 
\ 
I 

1· ' ', \ 

22/1 Defendant's counsel told the Court on May 5, 1976, t hat l had received 
) .. ,l 

ntis ,J~'c. untrue and 
'· 1 ..... 

nanything tha t came within the request of April 15 . 11 (Page 3) 
I \ 

defendant knew i t was untrue. But without the untruth he could, nQt c l a~iµl mootness . 
i ~ . !~ .. , 

.' '.t 
23. At the May 18, 1976, calendar call I again provided' f+he Court 

I ! 
wi t h 

l 
copies of r ecords in which defendant withheld without claim to ex~~ptions. 

agai n 

it is 

' . \. 

defendant ignored the Court when the Court stated, " rather i h an buck a 
·. ' ·IJ 

' '· t.-
a lot s impler if the government would simply compl y with ,it ; as. ' rapid 

.·/ '\ 

Once 

sys tem, 

as 

possible instead of fi ling myriad document s , giving reasons w~~ ;- ;-~ In the final 
1 _. ~ y 

\·<\ 
.:r 
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analysis, they are going to have to be released -" His reponse was, "I don't 

know how t o respond to that. 11 (Page 15) 

24. Having t old the Court that a search for compliance was being made in 

Memphis, he stated on May 5, 1976, that with the exception of the photographs "we 

are going to support the further position that this action is moot . " (Page 5) 

Although he was corrected by my counsel, he insisted, based on a Wiseman affidavit, 

" that they (the FBI ) have turned over everything in the FBI files that would come 

within the April 15 request, and we submit that portion of the case is moot.
11 

(Pages 6-71 Defendant knew this was untrue. 

25. With regnrd to the photographs of the scene of the crime, Wiseman 

provided a false affidavi t attesting that there were none. Defendant was unmoved 

by the Court's open disbelief. My counsel and I conferred with the FBI and I 

· informed it that I knew from its aource s ,and with certainty that it had crime- scene 

photographs. (I did not identify my sources but they were a high official of the 

Memphis Police Department and the responsible official of Time, Inc.) wiseman 

had sworn that his s earch of the FBIHQ MURKIN file disclosed no such photographs. 

I informed the FBI that, i f not at FBIHQ, they had to be at Memphis. This is what 

led to Director Kelley's promise~, full and complete search in Mempfiis, a promise 

never kept . 

26. Wiseman either did not make the search to which he attested and lied 

about it under oath, or, having meade the search and located not fewer than fouc 

sets of crime scene photographs , deliberately swore falsety to withhold them. The 

MURKIN files he attested searching hold the FBI's own two sets of crime s cene 

photographs, those of the Memphis Police Department and those of Jose ph Louw, the 

Time, Inc. photogeaphs . No claim could be made to withhold the two FBI sets and 

they were provided later. The invalid copyright claim was made to withhold Louw's 

and a bad- faith "confidential!' source clai m was made to withho ld those of the 

police. It wer tainly was :•confidential" if I could - and did - tell the FBI, after 

it denied having any such pictures, that it had those given it by the police! 

27. To compel dis cl osure of ~ ·Lauw photographs after this Court ordered 

it, I had t o go to the court of a ppeals, which ruled against the FBI. It then 

turned out that , in addition to not providing proof of copyright for the series of 

Louw photographs , Time , Inc., which was Louw1 s agent, had told the FBI in advance 
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that it did not fear loss of copyright from disclosure to me. Defendant's bad 

fitth wasted muc~ time for this and the appeals court, my counsel and me, wasted 

government t ime and money, and established a principle discussed in law journals. 

Simultaneously, defendant inflated its already bloated FOIA cost and time 

statiGt i cs with which amending of FOIA is sought. 

28. With regard to other Memphis records, when I obtained partial compli

ance from the records of that office moee than a year later, I learned that FBIHQ 

had sent it many records responsi~e to the April 15 request. 

was provided as a result of this supposedly complete search. 

29. On May 18, 1976, my counsel informed the Court, which also means 

page 
\ 

defendant , that my April 15 request 11has not been complied with, that there has 

been only partial compliance with each of the first three items and partial compli

ance on Items 5 and 6, no compliance on Item 4 and no compliance on Item 7 of that 

request." (Pgge 17) He added, with regard to a specific Item, "We have asked for 

the results of the spectrographic and neutron activation analysis. Mr . We isberg 

says t hat we have not been given all of the results of those tests.a (Page 18) As 

of the de fendant had not even acknowledged the existence of spectrographic plates 

or NAA printouts, which are essential to those tests. And in 1978, when SA Horace 

Beckwith was the supervisor on this case , he did promise to provide the spectro

graphic plates. That has never happened. 

30. When I was able to depose SAs Wiseman, Kilty and John Hartingh, who 

preceded SA Horace Beckwith as FOIA supervisor, the FBI did admit that no search 

had been made to comply with an Item of the April 15 request . Kilty testified that 

he had not made the search Wiseman had swQrn he made. This, too, i s in my ignored 

and undisputed affidavits. 

31. With regard to Item 7, which requests the information the FBI gave 

other writers, I correctly identified one of the files to be searched as . the FBI's 

94 file. While it is described as "Research Matte'l';'s," in fact, it is the file in 

which t he FBI squirrels away its records pertaining to the press, its leaks, it s 

propaganda and its lobbying and other contacts. When I asked the FBI if it would, 

belatedly, search the 94 records, both Ms . Ginsberg and present defendant 1 s 

counse l, Wil liam Co ~e, r efused. 

32. One of the · other writers identified in Item 7 is Jeremiah O'Leary. 
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Defendant claimed falsely that it had not given O'Leary anything. Records I later 

obtained disclose that, in fact, it provided him with what it termed 11 public B0main
11 

information which he could and it did pretend he obtained from other sources. In 

1978, when O'Leary was embarrassed by disclosure of this deal he had made with the 

FBI , which gave it censorship rights , he confessed that almost all of his i'forma

tion was provided by the FBI, Although this, too, is set forth in detail in my 

prior affidavits, the noncompliance persists and the necessary searches refused by 

defendant and defendant's counsel eemain unmade. 

33. With further reference to the spectrographic plates and NAA printouts, 

both of which did exist, years later defendant provided an incompetent attestatmon, 

the conjecture that these plates had been destroyed. Such destruction is s.trictly 

prohibited by general and specific FBI regulations I obtained later, in other 

litigation. No destruction of speetrographic plates is permitted in any case until 

at least five years after there is nothing to litigate. James Earl Ray was still 

in litigation when the alleged searches were made. Moreover, no unauthorized 

destruction of any i nformation in any historical case, which this is, is permitted. 

The only exception i s if the assent of the Archivist of the United States is sought 

and obtained. In this case it was neither sought nor obtained. 

34 . On deposition Kilty admitted the existence of pertinent information 

not provided to me as a result of his alleged and sworn-to se'arch'es: The NAA 

printouts, which he described as "Polaroids." He had located theni,\ut he never 

provided them. At the Kilty de 
O 

ition I again requested these pr,intouts. As of 

today, they remain withheld. 

They are just withheld. 

No claim to exemption is made and notle can be made. ,, 

I 

35. . ' \. 

All of this and much more was known to defendant-at , th~ time untruth-

f u l representations were made to the Court in an effort 

summary judgment. Defendant knew that the case was not 

any motion for summary judgment was premature. 

' . \ ' 

to obt~in ~n untimely 
.. . . · j 

moot :artd thkt , at best, ... 
\ 

. ' . '._:, :·}:... 
36. As of July 1, 1976, defendant's counsel was st~U: puslfi

1

rlg for sunnnary 
· ... -·::·,,1{l 11,'J 

judgment for the FBI. He said he would respond separately/to '.a.tl~ii'tions of non-

compliance with respect to the Department divisions. (Pag~:12) ':oJisP,ite sworn- to 
.. ·. · .. \::~ 

claims of full compliance by the divie'ons (which my unconte~ted afr\davits proved 
,1 \ 

to be false), over the years, as I could identify specific ' files, de~i~dant 
~ ,. 

·<·: ·, <~ .. 

\ '~ 

Q 
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dribbled out r ecords that , by the time I received the last of them this year, six 

years later, totaled about a hundred times the number of pages disclosed at the 

time the cliiUinn of mootness was made. 

37. The Court perceived the bad faith in this false representation and 

asked (beginning at the bottom of Page 13) , "Why is it they are unable to comply? 

That is really the po int . I just want them to comply so I don't ha e to keep after 

them. " He interrupt ed her to claim, "I wish it were that simple." The Court 

stated, "It is that simple if they don't have anything to hide, and believe me, 

that is the position they have put themselves." 

38. The Court was correct. 
.. ~ ... In addition to 'Mte-- preJudice agai nst me over 

my accurate writings and persistence in FOIA ¥atters, one of the reasons responsive 

searches wer e not made in this case is that the information sought is embarrassing 

to defendant . This is one of the reasons untruthful and, at best, premature claims 

to mootness were made. I cite a few of the embarrassing facts I have discovered 

in the records obtained in this case, limiting myself to only a few of t hem already 

in the case record and t otally uncontradicted. 

A) There was never any FBI investigation of the,crime itself. This 
is contrary to t he widespread belief fostered by the FBI that it conducted 
a mqst thorough investigation. This is not merely my interpretation after 
reading the entire MURKIN file - it is stated explicitly by the FBI . When 
it was under criticism, as the result of my work and others who followed 
up on it, for not having conducted an investigation of the crime, i ts 
defense , in ins internal records, is that it conducted no more than a 
fugitive- type investigation. 

B) The Laboratory work was thoroughly defi ient and what is disclosed 
~ is contrary t o the FBI 's representations of it. The FBI claims it never 
~ ~ even test-fired the rifle it refers to as the death rifle. Allegedly, to 

e, ~ _ ____..DBIJe-smibbellil1tltliebaitelad faaeif fh'i~p ttri!Vtltlss m11bbo,edhi:abftheei:ri11fien:nffi..e 
··· .. ,.---- it knew was not used in the crime and could notbe fired because of a 

\ , ... . 

.,·· de fect": But it made no such test on its so-called death rifle, Although 
it i s claimed that Ray, using this death rifle, pushed out a windowscreen 
and l eft an impact on the windowsill , t ie FBI's Lab results state specifi
cally that t he evidence is to the contrary. (While I could go on a~d on 
at some length and in considerable detail, I mention these few but sig
nificant facts because they reflect motive in the bad faith I allege .) 

C C) .AIµong other components, the Civil Rights Division (CRD ) , about 
which I have a separate section below, conducted a whitewashing investiga
tion of the FBI. It had not complied with the Item of my reques ts seeking 
the material s of all i§efendane s reinvestigations. (My counse l obtained 
some of the records of the reinvestigation by the. Office of Professional 
Responsibil i t y (OPR) by filing a separate suit when I was ill.) Wh i le 
belatedly I received a redacted copy of the CRD 1 s report on its so-called 
reinvestigation, which has almost no reference to the crime and the FBI , s 
investigation of it at all, the alleged backshopping of the f i nal report 
still is not provided . 

D) I have not received the pertinent records of defendant's Community 
Relations Service (CRS). It withholds the report fi led by its representa
tive who was with Dr. King when he was assassinated. I have provided 
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entirely uncontradicted proof that, although the black co:mmunity believed 
CRS was supposed to safeguard its interests, in fact CRS was an agency of 
defendant's espionage within t he black community. 

39 . These are only a few of the many embarrassing facts defendant had to hi 

hide, as the Court perceived and indicated. 

40. AUSA Dugan was not finished with his claims to roootness and his efforts 

to obtain untimely sunnnary judgment . On November 2, 1977, he told the Court, "As 

far as I am concerned the case is closed. I wish it was a bnanimous decismon. 11 

He then added what defendant proved to be untruthful when Mr . Quinlan J. Shea, Jr., 

was produced as an expert witness, that "we have checked and de termined that ... 

with respect to plaintiff 's contentions that there were unnecessary deletions , they 

have been reviewed by the Department of Justice since June 1st under the new cri

t eria and the de l etions that were made were sustained on appeal. r; Mr. Shea testified 

to the exact opposite. He also stated the opposite in several reports he filed. 

He also stated that the FBI had l ied to the Court and to me and that it had many 

pertinent records it had not even looked for. (He s tated thi s ·in . a memorandum the 

entire text o f which was withheld from me under phony claim to exemption. It was 

later provided to another litigant and I have provided the Court with a copy . ) 

41. These persisting and knowingly unjustified claims , to }-:1-titlement t o 

Summary judgment Were repeated 0Ver and OVer again by SUCCeS SQr ·. defendant I S COUnSe 1. 

While repeating them like a broken record , defendant was simult.aneously disgorging 
. . \.'.1. 

additional pert inent records that were withheld until as late as .th.is year . While 
' ' •', 

, . . ., .. 

I cannot provide an exact page count, I am confident in excess of 1{) ,000 pages 
'"'· .-"·i'\ 

. . t ·.\ 

were provided after the last of the MURKIN FBIHQ and field offi~e ,recprds ere 
.. \'' 

• ' 1\ 
i . 

provided. I dea l with some of these below under other heaq,fngi;; .'•;\ I bJlieve it is 
. . . \. 

apparen t that all such cla ims by defendant were maEle in de;liber'.ate ·,bad faith. 

Addit ional spec ifications appear below. 

42. 

SUBSTITUTION OF THE MURKIN FILE FOR SEARCHES IS DELIBERATE 

BAD FAITH THAT ASSURED NONCOMPLIANCE 

There has never been a search to comply with t he specific items 

December 23, 1975, request. This is defendant 0 s usual practice with me. In fact , \ 
r/ . r~ . ..:. ·,· 

without so intending, the FBI SA supervisor assigned to this case, John Phill1,~s , 
11 

r ecent ly attested to how defendant pulls this off in a declar ation he filed ini:: 
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My c. A. 78-0322 (with which c.A. 78-0420 is combined). In that sase Phillips 

attested that, rather than making a search in Dallas and New Orleans, the then head 

of the FBI's FOIPA unit, SA.Thomas Bresson, decided what would be provided. As a 

result, after four years of litigation in that lingering case, the required searches 

still remain unmade and as I identify pertinent records not provided, defendant 

engages in further stonewalling in order not to disclose them. In this case the 

same decision also was made at FBIHQ and, instead of making the required searches, 

a large untruth was foisted off on the Court and me. This untruth is that all 

records pertinent to my requests are filed in what FBIHQ calls its MURKIN file, 

44-38861. Before the first records were provided from that file, I informed the 

Court that defendant's representations were impossible and that providing the entire 

MURK.IN file would not provide the information sought D¥ my request& Before the 

first calendar call in this case, I wrote the Deputy Attorney General and told him 

I did not accept his re\rriting of my April 15 request. I never received an answer 

and the plain and simple truth is that good-faith searches were never made to 

respond t that request. 

43. Examples of the foregoing are Items 11 and 14. Item 11 requests all 

information pertaining to any form of surveillance on 23 named persons. Item 14 

requests all correspondence of 12 named persons. This information would not be in 

the MURK.IN file, which is for information pertaining to the assassination, not 

these persons. Some of the information sought predates the assassination and thus 

it predates the assassination file. In fact, outside this litigation and by 

defendant's inadvertence in this litigation, I obtained and gave the Court proof 

of the existence of such pertinent information that was not searched for and still 

remains withheld. I provide below an example relating to a surveillance that was 

lied about by t he FBI in its self-serving and pretendedly angry internal communica

tions. I uee this example because defendant has never responded to the proofs I 

provided. Disclosin~ what is withheld will be embarrassing so defendant stonewalls. 

It is because real searches would disclose what is embarrassing in this major case 

that the MURKIN substitution ~as seized upon by defendant. From the very first I 

refused to accept this substitution. 

44. Of the many available illustrations I use that of the May 24, 1978, 

calendar call when defendant was on the one hand claiming complete compliance and 
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on the other alleging falsely that there would be no further compliance vitilmi.,y 

consultancy report was received. (After which it, to9, was entirely ignored.) 

Beckwith then was the supervisor assigned to this case. He made a number of state• 

ments that did not conform with truth, after which my counsel stated, 11Mr. Beckwith 

has spoken only about MURKIN files. The request does not specify MURK.IN files, it 

specifies categories of information and the FBI's filing procedures mean that there 

is information relevant to the request which is contained in files which are not 

part of what they call MUR 7 IN files." (Page 17) Yet more than a year later, on 

December 20, 1979, he was still telling the Court, "What we are concerned about ill 

that a proper search was not made and from the very beginning this was the case." 

(Page 19) 

45. Unaccepted and unacceptable substitution of the MURK! file for my 

requests also was used to avoid such. necessary searches as of the "see" references. 

My counsel informed the Court of our having notified defendant of searches required 

to be made without obtaining compliance. Instead, as he stated, defendant engaged 

in the knowing false pretense that if a record did not have a MUR.XIN identification 

"it did not pertain to the request." (Page 21) Months ago, he told the Court, on 

February 26, 1980, we served defendant's representative with a subpoena calling for 

him to "bring to the next status call all of the search slips with respect to the 

December 23, 1975 request He has not produced anything." Also, "There has 

been no statement that the FBI made a search of 'see' references, and it is apparent 

that there has been" none . (Pages 17-18) Yet on December 20, 1979, the Court had 

stated, "I am sure they have 'see' references," and my counsel replied, "they have 

not searched those." (page 24) As with all other specifications of failures to make 

a proper search and the impossibility of complying with1 MURKIN Eecords only, 

defendant was mute. 

46. Defendant knew~ry well that restricting response to the MURKIN file 

guaranteed noncompliance and might guarantee that I would take this case to the 

appeals court on that issue. Defendant also knew that limitation of response to 

the MUTKIN file deliberately violated the standards for searches laid dovm by the 

appeals court in another of my cases. However, as I state above, defendant was 

anxious to waste all the time possible, to inflate costs unnecessarily to be able 
I 

to plead burdensomeness of the Act while simultaneously nstopping" me and my ri / 



writing. Restriction of compliance to the MURKIN file was de liberate bad faith, 

for ulterior and improper purposes. 

OTHER STONEWALLING 

1 47. The trickery of limiting compliance with my December 23, 1975, request 

to the MURKIN file,-iunit"ally that of FBIHQ only when the FBI knew it had 59 other 

MURKIN files - is an overall stonewalling but far from the only stonewal l ing. For 

example, as of today defendant knowingly and deliberately withholds information 

pertinent to my April 15, 1975, request, even after I asked for it repeatedly, 

including during the deposition of SA Kilty~ when he was represented by defendant's 

present counsel. In his customary stonewalling he actually demanded that I file a 

new request for this clearly pertinent information. (Ankther example appears below 

under Abstracts. 

48 . Kilty testified to the exi.itance of NAA printout·s, which are sought 

in Item 2 of this earlier request. As of today they remain withheld. 

49 . There was never any search for photographs or sketches of any other 

suspects. It took years after the FBI promised to return one .such set that I loaned 

it. It stonewalled after the Civil Division asked it to do this ' and it stonewalled 

after it was promised in chambers on November 21, 1977 . Onl,y ·years later, on 

direct order of the court, those items and some of the perrinent records were pro-
I• 

vided. As stated above, there never was any search to compl;y with Item 6, for 

crime-scene photographs and a falsely sworn attestation tha~ none exist was provided 

by SA Wiseman. Item 7 of that request also remains unsearcl\ed an<;l without compli-
11· 
I 

ance. But defendan't's major stonewalling was reserved for ~y 'necember 23, 1975., 
I ' I i '' 

request. As a res'ult, the Items of that request remain up-~e'~w'ched. 
I l , ', 

.' :" : i I. 
SO. Although'· defendant claims there is no discrim1:i;i.a'tl:i:on against me, the 

• ' ·,1 ' y-.: I, 

case record reflec~s that my two 1969 requests for Kihg ai;,,sassib\tion information 
I I .. 

j: • • e ' • ; I • •,. -·~,·,. '. • 

were ordered to b,e 1.gnored at the highest FBI levels anq·1wer~ igpored; and that 
I' . ,. ,. . \. 

about 25 of my other info,rmation requests, going bac:~;.~?Januar·/,\ J: ,, 1968, also 

were igno ed. Th~)inquiry into this requested by .th~.J~~urt ignor\d those 25 other 
. ~ .' I ' ' • ,r/' \ 

request s and misfi~;rksented the actuality with, 'regard to the 1969 i\ng assassina
./' 

"'ti.q;g, requests./· i 
-~ .,,.;;-_- -:·. . .i. 

/. 

state ' i:n my August l _S, 1.9-~2,' '.affidavit that, 
.,. .·· / ~ \ 

/ : , ' I, 

_gromise t o the Congress to act on thos~'.'25 req¥.e\sts, it has failed 
,,.,,, . . ! ' ' 

_.,,. -"'" ----.. ~-~---~ 
'"'-..... -- -- - -:---.. .. ·_ --- -'~----·- --~ -.-- ,:~.._;..:.:-

,,./' 
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regard to these earliest King assassination requests, instead of being honest with 

the Cour t and stating the truth, that the Director himself approved deliberate 

noncompliance, defendant stated merely that they were not complied with. 

51. On its own the Court perceived stonewalling of my requests at the 

July 1 , 1976, calendar call. When defendant' s counsel claimed that my requests were 

being handled in proper order, firs t - inlfirst- out, the Court twice stated , "I do 

not believe it." The Court added, "I have had other cases that are later than this 

that have" been complied with. 

52. On Se~bember 8, 1976, defendant produced SA Donald S~i~h as the first 

of severa l expert witnesses on FOIA matters. He testified (Page 21) that the FBI 

"follows the procedure of first-i first- out." But he could not explain how under 

this procedure the FBI had not complied with my many ignored requests. He could 

not explain how my request for records pertaining to me had not been reached when 

under his representation of the claimed backlog it should have been. (Page 22) He 

likewise could not explain how with the claimed backlog my appeal in this case had 

not been reached . §Page 28) He also testified that he was aware that the Court had 

ordered that the names of FBI SAs not be withheld (Page 31), although they had been 

and thereafter continued to be throughout the processing of the entire FBIHQ MURKIN 

file. 

53. On September 16, 1976, defendant presented Unit Chief John Howard as 

an FOIA exper t. Although he sought to testify that my requests were being processed 

in order of receipt~ h~ could not explain how they had not been reabhed when they 

were overdue accordlng to the letter Director Kelley had writt~n me (Pages 55- 56) 

or how other reques ts,, o'1der than the backlog, had not been reached. He was ques

tioned about an a.ffiidiavit .he had filed in another case. In it he testified to a 

repeated page-by==pag~·, reviews of files pertaining to the assassination of President 
( . . 

Kennedy but he c u}~ ii.ot explain how with "the search already (h,av:ing) been con"" 
,./.' ;:f . 

ducted ... Mr. We;i~ber.g ... does not have the documents." w7hen defendant's counsel 
J I 1 

I 

objected, the Cou~t stated that my counsel was "attempting to.show . . . that this 
I 

plaintiff is not ~'i.r\ated the same as any other requester of. documents, but he has 
:. '.{ 

been somevhat hampeted in receiving the items , even those tha:t ,ilre already avail-

able. " (J:lages 59- 60 . ! 

54. n,1is W8!3 confirmed in the testimony of defendant's , next FOIA expert, 

,;, 
; . 

, c:: 



Unit Chief John Cunningham. When he was questioned by the Court (on Page 94), he 

acknowledged that some King records had been processed, but I did not receive 

copies. 

55. When 

of Open America, " 

defendant's counsel said that they want to "follow the dictates 

71.t1_~er ~ -It-
the Court noted that FBI witnesses "is saying that 

he is going to do it that way ... and it isn't, apparnntly, going to be in the 

chronological order of the request •.• if you are going to say first-i firs~-out, 

then let it be first in-first-out." (Page 101) 

56 . The standards of Open America were the subject of an exchange between 

defendant's counsel and the Court the next calandar call when he s~ated that I had 

testified to "urgent need. " The Court went back to his reference to Open America 

and stated that "under Open America" he 11has extraordinary reasons for needing this" 

and also " that the time which the Government has indicated thes e things will be taken 

care of does not contemplate, apparently , t hat some of them" were requested at an 

even earlier date. (Page 219) 

57. That was in 1976 . Defendant did not even attempt to rebut my urgent

need testimony , even though defendant had raised Open America and had claimed to 

t o want this case to proceed under its standards, particularly its first-in first 

out requieement. Instead, it just stonewalled and , still wi thout making and 

attesting to the required searches, was still disgorging pertinent and withheld 

records in 1982 when I sought to end this case defendant's bad faith had prolonged 

for so many years . 

58. The Court ended the calendar call of October 8, 1976 , with another 

reference to defendant's stonewalling: "I might say, insofar as the Court has 

seen, it does not believe that it (my request) has been complied ith." The Court 

did not attributed this t o counsel "but I am attributing it to the FBI's des ire 

not to make the disclosure to this plaintiff that is required.'' (Page 37) 

59 . The transcript of the calendar call of June 30, 1977, reflects the 

stonewal l ing of my fee- waiver request. Defendant had postponed decision unt il after 

the case was over . (This also meant I would have to continue to pay the FBI for 

all the many irrelevant and worthless MURKIN records I did not ask for and did not 

want. ) The Court stated , "I don't think he would give that response to someone 

other than Mr . Weisberg , and I don't believe - - I mean the file has shown this bias 
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within the Department that has exi~ted for years. I thnk that once having seen 

that we can't very well impute good intentions." (Pgge 24) The Court added Con Page 

26) that nin any event , we do know that his requests have been in for years" without 

compliance. 

60. The stonewalling never ended. Periodically defendant made serious 

misrepresentations about it. Supervisor Beckwith told the Court on May 24, 1978, 

that the FBI had '1agreed to look at them if he could tell us what his particular 

problem was and that has been our difficulty with him." (Page 16) A bigger lie is 

hard to imagine. Later Mr. Cole complained about the great volume of precisely 

this information that I did provide. The truth is that long before that date I had, 

in person and by many letters that never received any response, done exactly what 

SA Beckwith pretanded I had not done . In no case had the FBI written me to ciaim 

that it could not understand anything I had written it. It never 

tf..,.. ~ " By . claim in any of our many meetings. 
/.~ ~ -:et:. 
l&fililltfwith lie, I had also provided the summary list prepared by an American Univer-

sity undergraduate, as stated in my prior affidavits. 

61. As late as the December 30, 1979, calendar call the Court stated, in 

response to one of my counsel's many protests that the proper searches still had 

not been made, "I am sure they have 'see' references. 0 My counsel stated "they 

have not searched" the "see11 references. (Page 24) The "see" references still have 

not been searched. As stated earlier , defendattt also did not comply with the 

subpoena for the production of search slips to the Court. 

SA Beckwith's False Swearing and Presentation of Phony Documents 

62. SA Beckwith was not content with mere verbal lies, of which one example 

is in the second Paragraph above. He swore falsely and he presented phony docu

ments as authent"c when the Court required defendant to address the list of improper 

withholdings prepared by the undergraduate. As I stated in earlier affidavits, 

defendant mailed his affidavit to me unde r conditions that ordinarily would have 

prevented my receipt of it before the August 14, 1978, calendar call but, by hap

penstance, I did get it. Ms. Ginsberg referred to it as definitive that day. My 

counsel stated (a t the bottom of Page 5), "we find that it's· highly misleading 

and dishonest." He returned to this at t he next calendar call, of September 24, 
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1978. He told the Court that, in addition to a shorter affidavit of August 13, 

1978, I had provided a 70- page analysis of the Beckwith affidavit. He then stated 

a painful truth , of 11 the difficulty that we have and the time-consuming nature of 

having to respond to misr epresentations in Government affidavits." He used as an 

example my letter to the FBI complaining that nall of serial 4914 was withheld, no 

exemption was claimed ." I had also stated that what had been written on the work

sheet under its "remarks" heading "had been erased." In response Beckwith swore 

nthat in regard to plaintiff's statement that something had been erased from the 

remarks column , the master copy of the inventory worksheets for section 86, serial 

4919 shows that nothing was ever written in or erased from this column." My counsel 

then gave the Court a copy of SA Beckwith's worksheet , described it and attached it 

as Exhibit Z to his affidavit, along with the copy provided to me with the records. 

My counsel stated that, with regard to Beckwith' s version, "it's quite clear that 

nothing is written in there and nothing erased. So it would seem that Mr. Beckwith's 

affidavit is correct. However," he stated, referring to the actual copy provided 

to me by the FBI, "the handwriting on these sheets is entirely diffeeent, and out 

to the right" on the copy provided to me "something in fact had been written in and 

has been erased." 

62. He next used as another example of Beckwith's false swearing (on Page 

6), his response to my complaint that what was withheld from serial 4849 had already 

been disclosed . Beckwith swore "that deletions were made ... to protect an informal 

(informant ) symbol and number that would identify the informant . The release of 

this information,n according to Beckwith, woulq result in virtually unimagi nable 

disaster t o the FBI's law enforcement responsibilities. My letter to the FBI cor

rect ly identified that informer, Willie Somersett, who then al so was quite safely 

dead. Withou t any checking at all, Beckwith had to know that theee was no secret 

to protect. To demonstrate the magnitude of the FBI' s prior disclosure of what 

Beckwith swore hdd to be withheld from me, I provided my counsel with two large 

volumes of many the FBI disclosed to a writer friend whom I had helped with his 

FOIA request and his writing about Somersett. 

63. In response Ms. Ginsberg was no t at all repentant about having pre sented 

to the Cour t 'What can be regarded as perjury and fakery. She said of wnat had just 

been disclosed about Betkwith that 11 there is not one shred of evidence to sugges t 
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that Agent Beckwith has done anything but his job in the very best manner." (Pages 

889) Ms. Ginsberg thus repreeented that deliberate falsehood under oath and fakery 

b y an FBI agent is doing "his job in the very best manner ." The Court felt other

wise and felt that such affidavits are "obstructionist." The Court added, "I would 

hope that we never hear from Mr. Beckwit h in this case again ." (Page 9) 

64. Beckwith's affidavit is very material. It had been defendant's per

sistent ,'..false representat ion that I had not provided specifics pertaining to improper 

withholdings, includi ng excisions, as Beckwith stated falsely to the Court (quoted 

in Paragraph 60 above). Department counsel repeatedly indulged in the same untruth, 

as specified in my earlier affidavits. When Ms. Ginsberg had told the Court, again 

untruthfully, that I had not provided anything the defendant could check out, my 

counsel'.' informed the Court of the student's summary listing of such specificatcins.s 
'I 

... --·- ···· . 

in my letters to the FBI. As reflected in greater detail in my August~ 1982, 

affidavit, the Court then ordered defendant to respond. This Beckwith false swearing 

is that response and thus has that materiality. In fact, Beckwith's affidavit is 

distortions , misreprasentations and lies from beginning to end, as my affidavit and 

70-page memorandum on it reflect. 

65. Whether or not this i s a much more serious matter, as I believe it is, 

it is this defendant's stonewalling method in all my cases. One of the many conse

quences is that after up to six years defendant has yet to respond to my many 

~ecifications of improper processing about which affiants like Beckwith and 

defendant's counsel have spoken only untruthfully to the Court. 

Wi thholding by Unjustified Claims to Exemption, Wi t hout Claim 

to Exemption and by Meaningless Claims to Exemption 

66. Most of what Beckwith was to address is my specification of improper 

claims to exemption, of which the cited Somersett case is an example used by my 

counsel. The other illustration he used is withholding without any claim to exemp

tion. As I also state above, this was the FBI's practice with what little was 

provided in response to my April 15, 1975, request, even though the Court told 

defendant that practice was wrong. But, as defendant ignored all my specifications, 

in many letters and in personal conferences , so also did defendant ignore the many 

detailed and documented illustrations in my many affidavits. My affidavits relate 
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largely to defendant's false r epresentations and to improper withholdings. (Accord

ing t o a list of them recently prepared by my counsel, I filed 27 affidavits that 

are virtually entirely ignored.) 

67. Virtually all that my counsel and I provided in open court pertaining 

to improper claims to exemption and to the absence of claims to exemption also 

remains ignored. Defendant's counsel merely repeated the same untruths about these 

matters- even though they had been corrected many times. This stonewalling vas so 

successful that the widespread improper processing remains unrectified. Even when 

defendant's own expert witness, Mr. Shea, testified on January 12 , 1979 , that the 

disclosed records required repoocessing, this was never done. 

68. Mr. Shea then testified that the widespread use of (b)(2) in this case 
·:~. 

was inappropriate but the claims to (b)(2) persist. For the most part, this claim 

was asserted after the Court ruled that it might not be used to withhold the names 

of FBI personnel. At the June 10, 1976, calendar call (Page 17) , which was several 

months before the processing of any of the MURKIN records, the Court stated, "I will 

say, and rule at th·s time , that an official working on official duty is not subject 

to the Privacy Act as sue, and, therefore, their name should be given." The Court 

also stated, nlf the Govern~etJ.t contests that, indeed, we will need some briefs." 

Defendant merely ignored the Court. No briefs were filed and throughout the approxi

mately 44,000 pages of the FBIHQ MURKIN file all such names were withheld, with the 

privacy claim added. Later, when SA Martin Wood .was supervisor, he provided an 

affidavit to serve as a Vaughn sampling. He then swore that the FBI abandoned this 

practice right after those records were processed. Those names were never restored . 

His swearing also was false because thereafter, particularly in C. A. 78-0322 , FBI 

names were withheld. Those records were processed for me after the end of the pro 

cessing of the MURKIN records and before Wood executed his affidavit. Fearing no 

hobgoblin of consistency , Wood also withheld SA names in his sampling. 

69. The Court to no avail reminded def~ndant that both the Attorney General 

and his Deputy had attributed special importance to King assassination records. 

"These are cases of national importance," the Court stated, ;, and they also, I think, 

reflect in their present posture adversely on the FBI, and the longer they take to 

b11 ing i t (the information) out, the worse they are going to look." With regard to 
,/r· :~,\f~ 

" picky" claims to exemption, the Court stated, "I am concerned with getting the· 



information out, clearing the air as fast as possible, rather than having a situation 

that is s omething else ." (Page 20) 

70. When SA Smith was cross- examined on September 8, 1976, he testified 

that he was aware that the Cour t had ordered that FBI names not be withheld. He was 

asked about the FBI' s practice with regard t o wi thholding FBI names. He testified, 

"Sometimes we do. Sometimes we don't." He testified that they were then processing 

releas .· in which they did not withho l d FBI name s. But in a case like this SA 

Cun' "ngham testified on September 16, 1976 ( Page 23), "in a case of national renown 

.. . we leave them in ." He added that the names we e known in any event. 

71. Right after this testimony the FBI did the opposite and withheld all 

such names from the FBIHQ MUR,.~IN records. 

72 . Throughout this long case my counsel and I reported the improper and 

meaningless making of claims to exemption directly to defendant and frequently in 

court. Despite all our many specifications of this, defendant's stonewalling was 

so successful that for most of the records disclosed in this case there is no 

identifiable claim to exemption. 

73 . Throughout all 44,000 pages of the FBIHQ MURKIN file, claims to exemp

tiµn are posted on the worksheets onlr. The worksheets are by document, not by 

page . 'When I asked the FBI to post them on the documents , it refused. As a result 

theee are multiple claims to exemption for entire documents and t here is no way of 

knowing what claim is meant to apply to what withholdings. Mo&t of the records are 

of more than one page and some are of more than 100 pages. With regard to individual 

pages , whether the document is of but one page or for any one page within a longer 

record, it is never possible to know what claim to exemption is made for any with

holding where mo~e than one claim is made, and this means in virtually 100 percent 

of the cases. Al though the Court told defendant this might not be done, defendant 

persisted and never correc ted this knowingly improper and wrongful processing. As 

a result of this particular stonewalling - and my appeals also are without response -

it is not possible for the Court, f or me or for other Americans, now or in the 

future, to know what claims to exemption defendant made to withhold so vast an 

amount o f information from these r ecords pertaining t o this matter of such "great 

importanc e" in our history, this historical case in which claims t o exemption were 

t o have been minimized , on the Attorney General 1 s promise. 
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74. Throughout the many calendar calls we drew defendant 's attention t o 

this and many ot her similar matters, only to have them remain en t i r ely i gnored. 

For example, t hree years l ater, at the December 20 , 1979, calendar call, present 

defendant's counsel repeated the canard that the worksheets di sc l ose what exempt ions 

weee claimed . (Page 12) My counse l again pointed out that t hi s is not t rue. He 

cited a singl e record for which multiple claims to exempt i on fo r all 123 pages were 

made on t he workshee t. He stated , correctly, that "you don't know which page 

relates t o which exemption." Or where more than one claim may be asser ted per page , 

to which withhol ding any claim pertains. This was resumed l a ter that s ame day when 

my couneel t ol d the Court and defendant's counsel , "The truth of t he matter is that 

virtually a l l o f t he MUR.~IN Headquarters documents contain multiple claims of 

exemption f or the same document." (Page 32) Defendant ' s counsel ther e f ore knew 
- ~:~ 

tthe truth. 

75 . When this matter came up again at the February 26 , 1980, calendar call 

and de spite having a lready been corrected about it i n open court, present defendant ' s 

counsel repeated th is untruth, "Each document that the FBI has produc ed has the 

names ( sic ) o f the exemptions that are cilimed." When the Cour t pressed h i m on this 

and asked about documents that '"'have a hundred pages and they give t hr ee exemptions 

f or the things without knowing which is claimed for what pages, !i he admi tted, "That 

is a poss i bility." The Cour t stated, "That is not good enough , counsel." None the

less, defendant pers isted in stonewalling, did not make any rect i f ication , and it 

still is not possib l e for anyone to know what claim is made for what exemption i n 

most of t hose 44,000 FBIHQ MURKIN pages. 

76 . In direct c ontradiction of SA Beckwith 's and many other of defendant's 

unt r uthful r epre sentations pertaining to c l aims to exemption and the f a lse pretense 

that I did not provide specifications is the letter of Au ust 20, 1977 , from 

Inspector McC r eight. My counsel read it in court, so defendant' s couns e l was well 

aware o f it i f by no other means , by that means. The t hen FBI FOIPA head wrote that , 

"Upon comp l etion of the processing of the MURKIN file we wi lff .go back and review 

Mr. We i sberg ' s complaints about exemptions ." Contrary to the·ma~y bad- fa i th repre

sen t at ions by defendant, Inspector L!cCreight does reflect ,rece:i,pt o f my written 

s peci fica tions. He does not claim they are in any way inad~qJite or incomprehensi

ble. That f i ction i s defendant's later fabrication. I t was fabr i~\ted to avoid 
\ 
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what defendant cannot address, the extensiveness of improper withholdings, including 

in but not limited t o the claims to exemption. 

77. The number of straight- out untruths defendant presented to the Court 

pertaining to specific claims to exemptions about which I had complained is large. 

Some of tbose reflected in the transcripts include overt false swearing. 

78 . During the September 16, 1976, cross-examinat i on of SA Cunningham, my 

counse raised the FBI's extensive withholding of the public domain in response to 

my April 15, 1975, request. The matters about which he questioned SA Cunningham 

were not new to the Fil because, in addition to the other means by which I called 

it to defendant's attention, I did it , specifically, in conference wi th SA Wiseman 

and FBI house counsel, SA Parle Blake. Some of theee are the name of Aeromarine 

Supply'; the Birmingham c ompany from which James Earl Ray purchased the rifle the 

FBI calls the death rifle, and of its employees who had knowledge of that purchase. 

79 . All of those names are in the books on the subject / defendant claimed 

the FBI 1 s FOIA processors studied. They are in countless newspaper and magazine 

articles in the FBI's NURKIN file. When all those persons were subpoenaed as 

witnesses for the expected trial, that was reported in the press. In addition, 

their expected testmmnny was narrated in open court by the prosecutor. This 

resulted in further widespread publicity. Yet all those names were withheld. When 

I asked SA Wiseman to have them restored, he refused. (He alsp refused to abide by 

the Court's ruling relating to FBI names.) 

80. SA Cunningham testified he did not defend those· excisions. He then 

stat ed that when defendant got into "the Martin Luther King inves'tigation, we would 

opt towards maximum disclosure, and, obviously, to the extent that anything by virtue 

of reading the file is i n the public domain, it will be released .i·n its entirety. 11 

(Page 22]) His statement is untrue as well as evasive, in general and in this 

specific case. 
, . ;I 

It i s not true that the FBI later disclosed · what;: H:s own records 
. ! 

reveal l.S pub lic domain. wnat is true of the Aeromarine names 
.p 

also true of many :li.S 

\ 
others. Their public domain in the FBI' s file copies 

·1 
and names are \Of newspaper 

' 
magazine articles, books and court record s but are withlield. ' ; 

\ 
81. Cunningham' s intended evasiveness is reflected in hif. ,redefinition of 

i'\, ' 
the public domain to limit it to what is reflected in the FBIHQ t1t1n~IN file and then, 

/' ( ... ~ 
to limit it further, hhe interpretation of those who read the MU~IN :~~le. While even 

·l ' 



his prescribed commitment was not kept , he and the FBI knew very well that other 

records are pertinent and had to be searched if the FBI did not intend to withhold 

the public domain. The FBI was well aware of the extensive newspaper and magazine 

articlds and the books on the subj ect. Cunningham' s evasive promise reflec ts 

defendant's early determination to avoid the " see" references as well as what I 

provided. 

82 . One of the c ountless examples of this ;1.s the a forementioned informer 

Wil l ie Somerset t. I informed the FBI that he was dead and in any event had dis

closed h imself in his own_publicity seeking. He disclosed himself to the press in 

Miami ; by going to New Orleans to be interviewed by the District Attorney, after 

which he had himself interviewed by the press; and by adding great and sensational 

detail in a paper he pbllished. All of this ia th; FBI's files , in MURKIN or in 

the Somersett files wi t hheld from me but given to another requester. It remains 

withheld even after defendant was embarrassed by what I displayed to tee Court, as 

stated above . 

83 . Cunningham's promi se on behalf of defendant, like so much i n my per

sonal experiences wi th this defendant, is Orwelliaa. Even if defendant had disclosed 

what the MURKIN file reflects in pub lic domain - and the opposite is true - by 

limitation of what would be disclosed to this, he was not opting " towards maximum 

disclosure. " Hi s guarantee is rather of minimum disclosure . 

84. Defendant 's dishonest intent is reflected by practic~ after this tes t i 

mony and i n my counsel's questioning of Cunningham. He asked if these name s "were 

publicly known , then you would disclose them?" This is unequivocal, without 

Cunningham ' s artific ial limitation to disclosure in the MURKIN 'file only . Cunning-

ham ' s unqual ified response was, "Absolutely." He added, "Tha t is our policy." He 

testifi ed untruthfully in all particulars. I providdd a large number of proo fs of 
affidavits and 

the withhold ing of the public domain in my many/letters to and .conferences with the 

FBI, at tee two November 1977 Civil Divi s ion meetings, and in my , ,consultancy report . 

Yet with only a single exception was any of these multitudinous J.ithho ldings of the 

public domain correct. I embarrasaed the FBI by presenting to th~i-Court a newspaper 
~ -~ 

cli fr om the MURKIN file in which the name of SA Gear e Bonebr~ e was withheld 
.. ' :\ , 

10 times. (He was a fingerprint expert and a professional witnes s)}'· \Not only was 
.:'.. y· .. ~; \ 

the clipping proof of the fact thfit Bonebrake ' s name was public doma:ilri '\'"'." the MURKIN 



fiie reflects that he was defendant's only live witness at the Ray extradition 

heading in London and that this, as would be expected, received enormous worldwide 

publicity. Defendant later provided an unexcised copy of the newspaper story -

which had to do with citing Bonebrade for contempt of court! 

85. Moreover, in C.A. 718- 70, which is reported in the FBIHQ MURK.IN file, 

I sued for and by sunnnary judgment did obtain some of the information used to pro~ 

cure the Ray extradition. What then was dis c losed°,.:i,ncludes a Bonebrake affidavit. 

And after I had to sue to gl!t .Public records, as the record 1.n this case refiicts, 

in order to hurt me defendant decided to and did make widespread distribution of 

what I obtained. So, by all these and many other means, those who withheld the 

Bonebrake name from an embarrassing news paper story knew very well that they were 

withholding the public domain - as we l l as violating the Court's Order of June 10, 

1976. 

86. If these entirely unjustifiable wit hholdings were not a fair repre

sentation of FBI FOIA polic~ and pract i ce in this case, they would be merely 

ludiicous. Because they are a fair r epr esentation, they underscore defendant's bad 

faith in this entire matter. 

87. I made defendant and de fendant's counsel aware of these matters and 

countless others like them. I did this i n per s on , in many letters, and in a very 

large number of appeals after the Court r eques t ed defendant to put Mr. Shea in 

charge. (It refused, but I continued i n the cooperation requested by the Court.) 

It therefore 1.s more than merely untruthful f or defendant's counsel to misrepresent 

and pretend the very oppos i te to this Cour t . One example is Ms. Ginsberg's false 

representation t o the Court on June 26 , 1978, pertaining to "specific deletions" 

and defendant's allegedly unrequited l ongings for my spec ification of them. She 

told the Court that "we were hoping t hat we could get, informally, frorrJ,plaintiff 

their problems were (with ?) spec i f i c de le tions and that we c ould sit down and talk 

about them. 71 ( Page 6 ) I was always exac t i n t aking up "specific deletions" with 

defendant, including the FBI, All of de f endan t 1 s components, including the Civil 

Division, almost without exception , ignored all of them. Insofar as sitting down 

with them, Ms. Ginsberg never extended any i nvitation and she, personally, refused 

to go t o Mr. Shea ' s offi ce and do this wi t h my counsel and me after the calendar call 

at which the Court requested that he be put 1.n charge. She did walk back to the 
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entrance o f tee Department ' s main building with us, but she refused to go to Mr. 

Shea's office. I personally asked her t o and one of the matters I wanted very much 

t o get worked out was the simply enormous amount of entirely improper and unneces

sary "spec ific de letions. " 

88. Int his con t eEt I note that it is Ms. Ginsberg who presented Mr. Shea 

d f d t ' t "t Ja ary 12 1979 She led the Court to believe as e en an s exper wi ness on nu , , 

that he was endorsing the FBI's process ing o f thes~ records . In fact, as soon as 

he was questioned by my counsel, he te s t ified as an "honest man" that these "specific 

deletions" had to be restored. (The defendant never did that.) Moreover, as of the 

time of Ms. Ginsberg's entirely dishonest statement to the Court, I had spent a great 

deal of time and effort with the FBI i n a number o f meetings in which I took up many 

" specific deletions ." I gave the FBI copies o f it:;"--s d i sclosed records and of proofs 

o f the unj ustifiable char acter o f these "specific deletions. " 

89. Also on June 26, 1978, Ms . Gins berg s t ated that 11 we have never gotten 

this kind of systemati c li s t ing of problems from plaint i ff. " This no doubt was 

inspired by the lengths to which I h ad gone to provide exac tly that and did it as 

the records were disclosed . Another i nspiration may have been the 12- page sunnnary 

listing of them prepar ed a t de f endant' s r equest by t he undergraduate. 

90 . Further unders coring t he bad f aith of these untruths is my counsel's 

response (beginning on Page 7) , wi th specific i llu s t rations. He concluded by 

reporting that I hdd c ompleted my consu ltancy report. He described it as "massive 

and overwhelming. " 

91. None t heles s , Ms . Ginsberg cont inued with additional bad faith, stating 

the opposite of the truth : "The documents (d isc losed to me) have been processed in 

accordance with the lates t gu i delines o f t he Attorney General on ( b) and 

(b )(7) (D) and (b)( 2)." (Page 9 ) It is preci s ely t hese withholdings that her own 

witness, Mr. Shea , test ified had t o be re s tored because they were no t in accord with 

thos e guidelines. With rega r d t o (b)( 2) , he testi fi ed that their use of it was 

i nappropriate. (This d i d not discourage it s cont inued use by the FBI. ) 

92 . She added, in what may well be the l a r gest mi s s t atement of its kind 

and i s the l a r gest mi ss t atement o f its kind o f which I know in any FOIA matters, 

"But if t he plaintiff wants something from t he Government, they have to give us the 

information on wh ich t o base s ome s ort o f res pons e t o them." 
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93 . Underscoring the magnitude o f Ms. Ginsberg's untruth is the complaint 

o f he r suc ces s or , William Cole. Intending it as a complaint rather than commentary 

on his predec ess or 's untruthfulness, he s tat ed on February 8, 1980 , "Apparently 

limitless number of problems that have been brought up in letters. ;1 

there is a 

(Page 32) He added t he very opposite o f what Ms. Ginsberg said, "We c annot answer 

everything t hat has ever been raised i n the letters , thousands of pages of letters 

that are i nvo lved i n this case." (Page 32-A) ("Thousands" is an exaggeration.) 

94. This , too , underscores bad faith . 0$ defendant's counsel complains 

t hat I have not informed defendant and ano ther defendant's counsel c omplains that 

I have overinformed de fendant. 

95. As to whe t her defendant could respond, defendant was required to respond 

by defendant's own Stipulat ion. Moreover , the FBI promised in writing that it would 

respond before the Stipulation was entered into. 

96 . It is apparent that at least one o f defendant's counsel was untruthful 

because each states the opposite of the other. In fact, both were untruthful, each 

tailoring the untruth f or an ulterior and i mproper purpose. 

97. Ms. Ginsberg had SA Be ckwi th with her. He paraphrased her untruths. He 

stated that " the peopl e that processed t his mat erial read a l o t of hhe public ( sic ) 

books. Mr. Harp, wh o did it, I think is we ll educated in the case." ( Page 12) I 

repeatedly t ook up with those people, including' ~arp, the fact that they were wi th

holding what was published in those books and they continued to withhold what was 

published. They even r efused to a ccept a consol idated index t o all the books and 

the index o f the t r anscript s of the two weeks of evidentiary hearing so they could 

continue t o withhold through real or feigned i gnorance. The FBI was s o pleased 

with Ralph Harp's performance, which includes extensive withho lding of the public 

domain , t hat it promoted him t o special agent . Mr. Harp and his ass oc iates even 

managed t o withhold an entry in a published t e lephone book and t o continue t o with-

hold it a ft e r I provided a copy of the phone book. 

y 98. SA Beckwith added that "if t he plaintiff could he lp us there and point 

t o some t hing, then we could c onsider it again." He sta tes the opposite of the truth 

because a s he v ery well knew I had done an enormous amount of what he pre tended I 

had not done. When the Cour t required an FBI response t o the summary listing of 

what I had writ ten the FBI, what Beckwith did t o "consider i t a gain" included 
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(J perjury and the f a1 ing o f records. 

99 . He added t hat what he pretends I had not done "was ~ the purpose o f 

· 1 s · 1 t · " In fact, t·1 ... 1· s 1· s not the Dt urpos e o f that Stipu-our agreement in t 1.e tipu a 1.on. · ., 

i, lat i on . But, although the Stipulation did require the FBI t o r spond t o my written 

complaints, i t has never done s o . 

100 . When he go t specific, Beckwith was no less specifically untruthful. 

With regard to the name s o f prisoners in t he 11QR records ( ge 15) , he stated, 
. -' 

nAny time we had i n f ormation that the individual had mentioned publicly that he 

e ither served wi th J ames Erl Ray, had in any way been involved in the case, we 

r e leased t hat n-me. " file opposite is the truth and the FBI per ists t o this day 

in i t hho l ding exact ly wha t Beckwith told t h e Court defendant r e leased. \Tith regard 

to those pri soners , t he FBI final ly prepared a li9t and asked me which ones I was 

mor e inter ested in. I reduced them to a small number and in the five ensuing years 

have not heard a word about them. The truth is that the FBI withheld the very name s 

public ized i n the books SA Beckwith claimed had "educated" Harp and his associate s. 

Even when I sent the FBI copies o f its mm disclosed ne spaper c lippings reflecting 

that t he se cr i minals hdd gone public on t he ir own , the FEI d id not discontinue such 

withhold ings and did no t c orrect i mpr oper withholdings made despite that FBI "edu

cation" o f which Beckwith boasted. Ye t Be ckwith dared state the exac t opposite,·· 

"we told t he pL: inti ff that if , in fa c t, he's go t some sort o f informa tion that a 

particu lar prieoner did go public, we wou l d be glad to release his name ." (Page 15 ) 

101. SA Beckwith flaunted defendant's disregard f or the order of t hes 

Court in t he mid s t o f add i tional untruth when the Court read a HURKIN record I had 

provided pertaining to 12 individuals used as J ames Earl Ray 's goards. The Court 

state ( Page 16 ), "And every name has been de leted. 1
' He responded, "Yes, that is 

right. That wou ld be no different t h an any other employee of the Fed~ral Govern

ment." This i s preci s e ly what the Court ru l ed on June 10 , 1976 , t o years earlie r, 

cou l d not be withheld, the name o f a public employee performing public dutie s . 

However, not one as a federal employee . Moreover , all thes e names wer e published 

years earlier and were disclo s ed in t he case o f Ray v. Rase , as those processing 

i_hese r ec or ds knev because the FBI' s r ecords include it. 

i 02. Th e Court asked, "Wasn 't it a matter of publi c r ecord ,mo t he guards 

wer e? " Beckwith r e plied, "No." (Page 16) When my counse l cor r ected him and pointed 
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out t hat all these names, of the only l ocal police who were guards, were publ"ihed 

and are in the record of that case, neither Beckwith nor anyone else speaking for 

de fendant offer ed to reprocess those records. 

103 . For all t he world as though I had not already gone to great effort to 

do it and had done it, Ms . Ginsberg told the Court , "What we need is exactly what 

Mr. Lesar began ( sic ) t o tell us. If the names are deleted ... are on the public 

record somewhere else , we need that information." (Page 18) 

104 . This is one of innumerable examples in the case record of defendant's 

~ " 
willingness, through counse~ through counsel , through witnesses and in affidavits 

and p leadings , to state and swear to anything that at any momen t appears to be 

expedient, without regard to fact and truth - and never to correct falsehood.,.. __ er.ror~·-···

or inaccuracy. It taints everything and is so pervasive it is not possible for any 

plaintiff t o catch up with and correct all of it; and if he makes any effort at all, 

he is required t o go to great lengths, which makes him unpopu lar with bherworked 

courts. If he does not make some effort , he risks the wastagg of all his effort 

and becomes party to the deliberate deception of the courts resulting from this 

permeating bad- faith practice. 

105. Ms. Ginsberg's trickery also is characteristic. She knew very well 

that I had done at great length what she pretended I had never done. She talked 

abou t it often enough , i f never truthfully . Specifically , what she represented I 

had not done with regard to this particular record and the names of these guards, 

I had already done with the FBI and I amplified it in appeals that , also typically, 

remain ignored. 

106 . One of the more bizarre kinds o f withholding, one about which SA 

~food swore falsely, pertains to a Birmingham record that, under the Stipulation, 

shoald never have been wi thheld . After I complained, the FBI Director o ffered it 

to me in writing. I t h an again asked fo r it in writing, but · the FBI continued to 

withhold it. On February 8, 1980, which i s rather late for 197~ disclosures, my 
., 

counsel responded to a que stion from the Court about this recor d by stating that 
I 

11 the Wood affidavit . claims, in its fifth paragraph, that the Birit.tingham items were 

rele ased. But his own worksheet, which is attached, shows t hat i',t· ·was withheld. 

And yet t hey have failed t o substantiate any basis fo r withholdi-q.g\it. " 
. L 

107 . I had provided an affidavit in response t o Wood •·s. · T:n it I showed 
'\ 
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that he was untruthful. Defendant's counsel, not for the first time, was unapolo

getic about the sworn untruths he had presented to the Court. Instead, he 

complained that I had accused Wood of perjury and the Department of lying. Yet I 

do not recall that defendant has ever withdrawn any sworn or unsworn untruth. 

As I state above, Rhen I proved that Beckwith had lied and provided a fake record 

under oath, instead of withdrawing his untruths and fakes and providing truths and 

actual records, or even claiming _that he had no lied and used fakes , defendant's 

counsel asked that the proof of Beckwith's bad faith be expunged. With regard to 

the record about which Wood lied under oath , belatedly and without apology, it was 

provided. However, this was only after t he Court ordered it. In a case where so 

many thousands of pages are involved, most of the bad-faith withholdings simply 

cannot take the Court 1 s attention. Thus there remains an extraordinary amount of 

unjustified withholding, despite all of defendant's contrary representations. 

Laboratory Files 

108. Existing and pertinent Laborator y records remain withheld by defendant's 

standard devices of stonewalling and uninhibited untruth. Because couneel are 

willing t o do and say anything that at any time appears to be expedient, they con

tradict themselves. On May 5, 1976, AUSA Dugan told the Court (Page 12), "Now if 

they ask for laboratory matters and photogr aphs they go· to the laboratory." Yet on 

December 20, 1979, knowing foll well that it was untruthful, present defendant's 

counsel told the Court the exact opposite. My counsel had noted that there were 

lab files that remained unsearched. (Page 44) Defendant's pr esent : counsel told the 

Court the exact opposite of what AUSA Dugan ·said, _ "just to respond to this last, 

when we ta k abottt the lab files, every FBI agent has told him there are no lab 

files in existence now. " Some months later, and contrary to his oddly-used and 

unexplained nnow , 11 present defendant 1 s counse l represented the Lab\ SA Kilty in a 

deposition in my C.A. 75- 226. At that t i me and under Mr. co'ie's ,p*ompting, SA Kilty 

produced long-withheld records that weee never in Central Records , files and were in 
\ \ 
\. ' 

those of the Laboratory. These had been withheld for a mere six ' y~ars and for a 

year after the appeals court ordered them to be searched f or·an provided. Also 

contrary t o Mr. Cole''s.'Auoted untruthful statement, he also represented ·.Kilty in a 
). 

deposition in this instant cause before he t o ld this untruth . ·'At that tif'e,Kilty 
. ' ..... ~ 

'· 
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testified to hhe existence of Laboratory files. He teetified to those he claimed 

he searched and he even acknowledged the existence of withheld information perti

nent to Item 2 of my April 15, 1975, request. When NAA is performed, there are 

printouts. SA Kilty referred to those made in the King assassinkiion investigation 

as "Polaroids, " without further explanation. My counsel pointed out that these 

are responsive to that Item and I again asked for them. Instead of having them 

provided and taking a step toward the decent and honorable end to this long stone

walled case, Mr. Cole demanedd instead that I file a new request for what I had 

requested more than six years earlier. Conspicuously, he ignored this when I stated 

it to the Court in earlier affidavits. And that information remains withheld. 

109. In fact, ilty testified t o the locations of the file cabinets he 

searched in the Laboratory. He even tes t ified to the existence of a special Lab

oratory rile for the preservation of historically important information included 

within that Item of that request. But he produced none of it. 

110 . Mr. Co le's untruthful "now" can have been intended to serve a wrong

ful and ulterior purpose. It is the FBI's stock false pretense that all its 

records are in its Central Records. A Congressional study by GAO reported that 

only about 25 percent are. In this case I pr ovided copies of Central Records' 

MURKIN records reflecting that other copies wer e routed to "Lab Files" as well as 

to named Lab personnel. Ther e thus can be no possibility of doubt ·about the 

existence of "Lab Files" and of the knowi ng and de liberate untruthfulness of the 

FBI ' s contrary r e presentations. In the face of this, counsel had to be untruthful 

or explain why , after f our years , the Lab's files had not been searched even though 

for all that time defendant pressed for summar y judgment on the basis of claimed 

compliance with my requests . 

111. At the same point Mr. Cole added details to his untruth, "Everything 

has been incorporated in the main file in th-is case ( i. c. , MURKIN ,·. or 44-38861). 

He doesn't believe it, as with so many o f these other issues . We can say it until 

we are blue in the face, 'There aren't any files,' and we can't retrieve anything 

from it. If he doesn't believe it, there i s nothing more we can, do." 

112. Mr. Cole certainly knows better and other than thi's :· · · If any record 

is in MURKIN , the FBI not only can retr i eve it - it has sworn .over and over again that 

that it has provided me with that entire fi le. All of his quoted contrived indig

nation is untrue. The most obvious of the proofs that he knew he .was not telling 

the truth i what is within his per-sonal knowledge , Ki.Hrv' s testimony that the 



withheld NAA printouts or Polaroids exist. That counsel knew this is proof that he 

knew he was untruthful in stating, "there is nothing more we can do." It is obvious 

that "we 0 can provide these printouts or Polaroids. They without any doubt are 

within Item 2 of my April 15 request; without any doubt are part of the FBI's 

MURKIN investigation; and without any doubt he refused to have them provided and 

instead i nsisted that I file an request for them. 

113. If Mr. Cole claims that I am not correct in this - and if he does 

not want untruthfulness to keep him permanent iy 11blue in the face 11 
"" he can provide 

copies of the worksheets reflecting these Polaroids or printouts were provided to 

me or, if e claims they were provided after the MURKIN file was processed, the 

covering letter with which they were sent to me. 

114. Because of the Long tickler and the Oliver Patterson and other 

records, he also knows. better than , "Everything has been iniorporated in the mail 

file, 11 or MUilitt. 

115. Mr. Cole also has had years in which to prove - in which, in fact, 

he was challenged to prove - that I was not correct in rrry allegations of noncompli

ance "with so many o f these other issues." Conspicuously, when compliance is the 

issue, he never once proved I was other than correc t and truthful and on the few 

occasions when the Court l eft him no choice but to try, I proved that he adduced 

/£.alse swearing. (One of many instances involving one of his boilerplaters of 

r 
untruth, SA Wood, appears above. When he had an 

on this, h e waived cross-examinahion. He is long 

opport~nity to cross-examin~ 

on slurs, inappropriate and 

untruthful speeches and feigned indignation, but he is short on kidney. 

Re neither pu t s up nor shuts up. ,; It 

Withhel d Indexes 

116. Among 11 so many of these other issues 1
' about which defendant's counsel 

waxed so eloquent in his feigned indignation is Item 21 of my December 23, 1975, 

request , which seeks any indexes. Presant defendant's counsel himself stated at 

tee February 8, 1980, calendar call, "There is a MUR,.XIN index." He has not provided 

it but he has provided evasive, incompetent and untruthful allegations about one 
!,6 ~t<4 ~ t~:.i' ,.,l>-t_/, '."'' ,I, . I, 

in Memphis. He r efers to it as a "MURKIN tNDex," sHechas;amni:ypi::ovidepai:t !J twhat 
, J:: -~:.L~_J • · ~ , _ ,,_; _ L .,,_J Al r " ,,. • .,,._.,...., .if_ 

1.,()-it..t., -<V-• "' . , -~ ':i-t-:' ~.. . ~ ~- . ,~ .._ ~;---:-. c:,,,,,.; r ~ ~· 77'-(_ ' 1.l .<! •. , .. . ~ .,fls<.', - · "·'--

was ~up~ ed evaaive,b'noO¥>,pe~mrledaid uheiuthnniralt~gabeoM~RKINu e'cords. On these 

two bases it should have been provided . I t has not been.' 
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117. There is a prosecutorial index, meaning of hhe information provided 

to the Shelby County, Tennessee, prosecu()or . It i s not "a MURKIN index. " Its sole 

purpose was to l et FBIHQ know what it had provided and, converse l y, what it had not 

provided to the prosecutor. 

118 . Despite the specific Item of the request pertaining to any index, the 

defendant refused t o provide the prosecutorial index until ordered to do so by the 

Court. Examinat ion of it disclosed extensive unjustifiable withholdings, not uncom

monly of what was public domain and of what defendant had already disclosed. The 

FBI agreed to reprocess it and on November 11, 1977 , gave me some 3000 pages that 

were entirely without any wrapping . Examinat i on of it disc losed even moee with

holding. At the May 24, 1978, calendar cal l , my couneel specified the need to 

repol!cess it again. The Court asked Beckwith, "Can that be done?" He replied, "It 

can be done ." (Page 13) It has not been done . 

119. Beckwith was untruthful in what he vol unteered to the Court , "When we 

red i d the index cards for Mr . We isberg we approached it from as liberal point of 

view as we could." Orwell would be J'roud of Beckwith! 

120 . Present defendant's counsel has personal knowledge of what follows 

because he represented SA John Hartingh at that deposition. I presented Hart ingh 

with a "before" and "after" section of hhe prosecutorial index to re flec t that after 

i t was "redone ," after the FBI "approached it from as liberal point of view as we 

c ould, n ha l!_ o f what had been disclosed was then withheld. Hartingh also was given 

i ndividual pages, before and after reproces sing with the FBI ' s touted "liberality, 11 

These reflect that what was not wi thheld before was wi thheld under that gr eat 

l iberality. The FBI agreed to explain it. To &ate it has nei t her explained it 

nor properly processed that prosecutorial index. 

121 . There i s , as is the usual FBI practice in such cases, a spec ial case 

index at the Office of Origin, Memphis. The FBI never acknowledged the existence of 

this index , a lthough it also is a MUR..~IN record as well as e eing an Item of my 

' 
Finally , I provided proof of .its existencie. Defendant then provided ten 

index cards fr om t he Memphis general indices and a glaringly incompetent statement 

that did not even include a claim to a search. It was made by a person who also 

did not claim personal knowledge. The thrust of this stonewalling was that t here 

had i n fact been this special index but there was some k ind of r umor that it had 
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been consolidated in the general indices. But there were these ten cards that are 

the complete represent at io of that index as it once exi s ted . The FBI did not even 

bother to provide the cards pertaining to the proofs I had poovided. Of cousee, I 

appealed immediately and vigorously. My appeal remains without even acknowledgment. 

122. Instead, present defendant's counsel told the Court on December 20 , 

19 79, with regard t o this index, "we have provided them (i .e ., the cards) all to 

the Court , to the plaintiff, and there has been no response . " (Page 6) 

123. Even for hmm, this is a pretty conspicuous untruth because my response 

is also in the case record . By this untruth he has succeeded in perpetuating the 

withholding of hhe most valuable record in the entire case, the massive index to 

records that are even more voluminous than the 44,000 pages of the FBIHQ counter

part of those Memphis records. 

123 . When this exceptionally amateurish claim that the valuable index to 

an ongoing case record had been destroyed for no good reason reached me, the Court 

was not in session and my counsel was out of the country. In order to waste no 

time , I filed an immediate and detailed appeal on February 21 , 1979 , and I then 
=.i.)' 

attached it aa an exhibit to an affidavit I provided that is in the case record. 

Defendant's counsel appears to claim a license to ignore all except the untruths he 

provides for the case record. Ignoring my appeals is par for thi s defend~ t. 

1J5. Even a Mongolian idiot could not believe that so enormous a file is 

indexed in a mere ten cards of which only three pertain to J ames Earl Ray, the 

subject of the vast investigation. One of the proofs of deliberate untruthfulness 

that I provided is copies of these three cards and of the first page of the earliest 

Memphis consolidated report, what the FBI calls "investigative reports." (The case 

agent assembles many existing records, usually FD302 report:s, in o~e or more volumes, 
r\ 

call ed an i nvestigative report.) The first page of this very fiss t· :,of such records 
\' 
\ 

lists ten different aliases attributed to James Earl Ray. They were ll.pdexed. Bu t 

\ 
only three Ray cards are in the general indices . This alone prov~~ thJ deliberate 

' \ \ 
untruth of the incompetent and untruthful c laim that the major case \ index of this 

maj or ongoing i nvestigation was consolidated into the Memphis gener a!!\ indices. This 
\ 

alone o f the proofs of untruthfulness I 

withhe ld deliberately, was compe lled to 

provided indicat s why defendatit,.. who had 
·1\ >~, \ ... 

be additionally untruthful to tJAiis. .. Court. 
! '~ . 

• 1 \ . 

126 . More than 300 witnesses were subpoenaed , yet those who co~ceiv~d - this 
Is...'' 

'i .· .. '·-, ,. ,._ 
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monstrous hoax did not provide cards. on them. This is because the major case index 

was not consolidated and still exists . 

127. Counsel have the obligation of being familiar with the case record and 

ot/,.uttering only truth to the Courts. Because I did make and promptly file my 

resppnse, and because it is in the case record, this quoted statement to the Court 

by present defendant 's counsel is a deliberate untruth by means of which his client 

continues to withhold a clearly pertinent and an i nvaluable record. 

128. This untruth also was essent i al to defendant's counsel 1 s pressing 

for summary judgment , as reflected at the previous calendar call. He then informed 

the Court ~hat is blatantly untrue, "that we h~e complied with all of the requests 

of plaintiff. " (Page 2) He could not ignore the Memphis MURKIN index because the 

Court had taken cognizance of it. (See also below under Searches.) 

129 . The destruction of any such record requires the approva-1 of both 

FBIHQ and the National Archives, which would not grant it because of its great and 

historical importance . . o record seeking or granting approval has been provided. 

And, in another case record and MURK.I record that disproves counsel 1 s false claim 

that I was silent , t he September 4, 1979, Memphis airtel to FBIHQ, Attention FOIPA 

Branch, the Memphi s SAC stated specifically that "there is no such record." This 

was in response to FBIHQ 1 s telephone i nquiry of August 31, 1979, which followed my 

continued press ing fo r the proiuction of this index. 

130. At FBI HQ this matter was hand l ed by SA Pron W. Brekke, in Room 6984. 

Contrary to t he a lleg tion that al l MURKIN records are in Central Records only, the 

copy provided to me by Mr. Shea does not inc lude any Central Records identification. 

Yet it is captciinned 11MURKIN . " 

Other Withheld Memphis Records 

131. Defendant began this long case with the most false representations 

regarding field office files, particularly those of the Memphis "Office of Origin" 

records. As all FBI SAs know, the Office o f Origin is the repository of the major 

records in all i nvestig~tions . Al l the other field offices are auxiliaries. Infor-

mation is funneled t o FBIRQ by the Office o f Origin. ot uncommonly what is provided 

to FBIHO is in the form of a Letterhead Memorandum, or LHM. Teese are intended for 

possible distribution and there f ore withhold what the FBI does not want to distribute. 

They also are c ondensed for other reasons. As every FBI SA also knows , it is common 



pr ctice not to send all information to FBIHQ. Only that which the field office 

believes FBIHQ wants is sent to it. For these and other well- known reasons there 

is considerable information at the Office of Origin that is not in FBIHQ files. 

Because the FBI wanted to wi thhold hhis information from me , defendant misrepre

sented to the Court. This bad faith was deliberate. It was a means of withholding 

nonexempt information. 

132. It also is beyond reasonable doub t that defendant knew that all 59 

field offices were i nvolved in the }lliRKIN investigation and that all had pertinent 

information that, in many instances , was not duplicated at FBIHQ. Early in this 

case I began asking for the inventories I knew had been provided by these field 

offices. SA John Hartingh lied to me in response, c lai ming that they did not exitt. 

It took four more year s and an order fron the Court befo~e they were provided. (By 

tricky FBI filing, with the single exce tion of the Chicago inventory, non one copy 

was here it belongs , in the MURK.IN file . The disclosed femphis MURKIN records 

also do not include its inventory.) They re f lect that FBIHQ ordered the production 

of these inventories , knew it had them and that they are nonexempt . FBIHQ and its 

ecords Management Division, which handles FOIPA matters, therefore knew that all 
s"9 
I~ field offices had pertinent and nonexempt information. 

133. Initially the FBI stated that the Memphis office had nothing not 

duplicated by FBIHQ records. Based in part on this falsehood , defendant began 

talking of summary judgment prior to and at the very firs t calendar call, when 

tthere had been no search at all of the Memphis records. I wa s able to force the 

promise of a Memphis search when it got ~hrough to SAs Wiseman and Blake that I 

could prove t hat there were at least the crime-scene photographs about which 

defendant had addressed the Court only with deliberate untruth. My sources were 

the best : thos e who provided these phot ographs . I n addition, I knew that FBI 

photographs were essential for its maki ng of an elaborate scale-mpdel of the scene 
I 

of the crime. Having already attested that there weee no such phbtographs at FIIHQ, 

which was false swearing, FBIHQ had no cfioice but to order a search at Memphis. 

Meanwhile , these same functi onaries drafted a letter which was mai':!.ed to me over 

the signature of the Direc tor i n which he promised that I would b'e 'provided with 

all Memphis i nformation that could be o f interest to me. (My requ~sts certainly 
\ 

ind icated my interests. ) That never happened. 
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134 . Instead, only untruthful representations were made to the Court. An 

early one by defendant's counsel was on March 26, 1976, after I had had a pointed 

conversaton with him about the se pho t ographs. He told the Court "that further in

vestigation will take place in the Memphi s field office, which is probably t he only 

l ogical place where any o f the files could be located." (Page 3) In itself, this 

is a large untruth and the FBI knew it. We asked him on May 5, 1976 , if that search 

included "documents other than photographs" and he replied that Memphis had been 

requetted nt o supply anything that came wi thin the request o f April 15 and hether 

' her e are documents Ijm no t sure." (Page 3 ) Again~tha;FBI knew better, whether or 

not it told counsel t he truth, I then r eceived no docLtments at all from the Memphi s 

office. 
.--

And event hough my Decmmber 23, 1975 , request was ignored in his response, 

-----
it was inc l uded within the Direc tor!s letter promising d i s c l osure of anything that 

could interes t me. But, limiting myself to the April 15 request, it is c lear that 

the claim to a search was a fraud and that Mempfiis records known to exist and to be 

ressponsive were dliiberately withheld. When I finally obtained some of the Memphis 

MURKI N records, I found that there is a list to them. They are so voluminous that 

this list takes up a typed page. The Memphis ~~rRKIN file holds 131 volumes of files 

and subfiles. Some, like those holding the Laboratory informa tion sought in my 

April 15 request, were c learly responsive. They a lso were automatically identified 

in this list, without examination of the records themselves. There was no search, 

it was lied about or both, and the Court and I were deliberately deceived by deliber

ate untruth . And another fake record was manufactured at FBIHQ FOIA t o cover this 

deliberate dishonesty. 

135. As I explain below with regard t o the Stipulation, I received the 

Ml!~Hi8 records wi t hout any coveri ng inventory although Mempfiis sent one t o FBIHQ. 

One of the eartons alone was too much for me to handle, as the FBI knew, and the 

uninventoried r ecords in it were a jumble . I asked Hartingh fo r the inventory and ,,..-----....._ 
he made one or had one made up. I attach it as~~J;!-i) That this list was con-

c octed by FBIHQ FOIPA is established by the fac t that, with r e gard to five of the 19 

listed fil e s and subfiles , five are c l a imed t o haee been "previously processed" in 

the FBIHQ MURKI N file. 

136. Bearing on the deliberateness o f the sworn- t o lie that theee were no 

pho t ographs ia Sub lA:, which is 11 volumes of "Photos/Attachments;" bearing on the 
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deliberateness of the sworn-to lie that there never were any other suspects, Sub E, 

"Miscellaneous Suspects," consists of 20 volumes! 

13 7. My examination of this fake list disclosed that, in the alphabetical 

idenfidication of the subfiles, "H" is missing. That this is not accidental is 

disclosed by what I eventually received - worksheets for three volumes of Sub H, 

11L.AB REPORTS TO OR FROM Bu.•('(~~ 

138. FBIHQ FOIPA's deliberate omission of Sub His in accord with its con

tinued withholding of pertinent Lab records and covers the sworn-to lies of compli

ance with Items 1, 2, 3 and 4 of my April 15, 1975, request without search in 

Mmphis. Sub lA was required to be searched for compliance with Items 5 and 6 of 

that request and Sub E was required to be searched for compliance with Item s, fwhich 

pertains to other suspects. 

139. These worksheets are not executed properly. They do not include, for 

example, any entry under the actual number of pages. If this had been filled in, I 

might have caught the FBI in other unaccounted- for withholdings. However, the 

serial numbers themselves reflect the great extent of this subfile. It holds 421 

reports . 

140. Memphis also never searched its "see" references. Neither did the 

other field offices. This also is bad faith and it guaranteed noncompliance. 

141. Whether or not defendant's counsel was aware of any of this dishonesty 

and faker y , he started backtracking by new misrepresentations to the Court. He 

represented that my request was f-0r photographs only. (Page 4) My couneel reminded 

him that t he April 15 request included six other catetories of information. (More 

pertaining to failure to search for and the withholding of Memphis and other field 

office in formation appears below under Searches and the Stipulation.) 

Untruths About the Abstracts 

142. Of all the many possible examples of defendant's amd defendant's 

counsel 's stonewalling to withhold import ant , pertinent and nonexempt information 

and to weary the Court and me while escalating the costs and contriving phony 

statistics for use in seeking amending of the Act, I illustrate with the matter of 

the abstracts. In part, I chose this because it reflects clearly the willingness 

of defendant's counell to say anything at all, regardless of truthfulness or 
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untruthfulness, if it appears to be expedient - and he was never truthful and he 

contradicted himself. He thus consumed a major part o f a number of calendar calls 

before the Court finally ordered their production. All that time was entirely and 

deliberately wasted, except that it served defendant's ulterior purposes of "stop

ping" me for that much more time and so wearying everyone that defendant was able to 

get away with a major withholding, of half of the abstracts - the more important 

half, the originals, which are in chronological order. 

143 . I first learned that F!IHQ has an abstract of every record during the 

deposition of Mr. Shea's f ormer ass i tant, Douglas Mitchell. Mr. Mi tchell was rep

resented by defendant 1 s present counsel. If counsel had no prior knowledge of the 

existence and pertinence o f these abstracts, he knew from his own client's testi

~ony. I asked for these abstracts and the stonewalling began i1IDI1ediately. Without 

repeated untruthfulness, this stonewalling was not possible. I do not recall a 

single fully truthful representation relating to these abstracts by de fendant's 

counsel at any of the calendar calls. Even when I produced the FBI's own official 

and published des cripti on of them, he was i ncapable of truth about them . 

144. On December 20,11979, defendant's counsel claimed that the abstracts 
,£,t.U 
ane outside the scope of the litigation . Re said they are "not a part of the file 

of the King assassination," which is not true , but are "a way of retrieving certain 

written documents, " which is true and which he thereafter completely abandoned 

because that is ad admission that they are within the requests. One truth did not 

daunt him, however , and he continued with untruth, "They are not searchable with 

any - - unless you, in effect , take them completely apart to find certain things." 

(Page 7) Finding and us ing the abstract.s has nothing to do with any taking apart 

of anything . They are not only searchable, they were created for searches, his own 

f orgotten word , they are for "retrieving," as any index is. 

145. At this calendar call he twice referred to the abstracts as an "index" 

(~age 17) and " like an index. 11 (Page 20) 

146. On January 3 , 1980, he told the Court it would be an unjust burden on 

the FBI to provide the abs tracts without a separate request. (Page 26) He did not 

explain how any burden was reduc ed by the making of a separate request. At the 

least , a separate request required additional and unnecessary clerical and paper-

work. 



147 . He then told the Court about the abstracts what is not 

they are merely "certain filing aids that are kept, that are typed out by secretaries 

at the time they type any documents the FBI has, whether i n a fievd office or here 

.. . They are not an index , they are a filing aid and a secretarial record." (Page 5) 

Every s i ngle wor! of this representation is untrue and was designed to withhold the 

valuable record. It serves no other purpose, other than the omnipresent stonewalling . 

Tee abstracts are not filing aids and they have nothing to do with the fi l ing of the 

records. They are retrieval aids. They are not prepared by the secretaries and 

they do not exist in the field offices. The abstracts also have no connection with 

secretaries , who have no need for any such records. 

14 8. Having just represented that the abstracts are rrnot an index," which 

he had already said they are, defendant's f ounsel first stated I must file a new 

request for them, then that he was "unable to find anything in .. . hhe reques t s that 

would indicate he wanted this." (Page 6) The Court interrupted h i s improvisations 

to state , " I can't think that this is a separate thing from th 'tli:iginal requests, 11 

which the Court stated i ncludes "everything that had to do with the Martin Luther 

King assassinat ion. " He responded by first stating that my request was limited , 

then saying 11 it wasn 't r~ally limited, 11 but there was "an understanding that there 

were only certain documents left to be provided and those were listed in the Stipu

lat i on." This is designedly and intentionally false. The St ipulation has no such 

content and specifically stijtes its limited pupposes, which had nothing tt all to 

do with the productiori of any FBIHQ records . The only think. r waived in the Stipu

lation, conditiona l ~pon the FBirs compliance with all its terms, is a Vaughn v. 

Rosen indexing. (Pages 6- 7) 

149. As h~ rambled around in his improvisation, he told the Court, "We a re 

not opposed to provi,dir:ig', them to him," which no doubt is wh1 he resisted this so 

vigorously, t o wh ich t~e,judge replied, "Why don't you just P,rovide them to him?" 

The reason he gave ;is ·, hhJ re is a card for every s i ngle doctim~nt; he tras received 

(which is not 

to do this. " 

140. 

true )! arid · it . will take about si:it to nine mont hs of , FBI work in order 
I , . : • \ ' 

I ' 
I 1 ; · 

The 1~tt:~z:! is ',, an enormous exaggeration. · 

·< . ' \ As h~ co-q.d~i!ed to ramble, he told a revealing urit.;ruth, that providing 

t h e abstracts woµld re\«hti_;~ "every original document .•. to be 
··, 

re'~i~wed again ." 
·;.., 

( Page 9) 
' ' 

There i.{6rtly, o~~: condition 
I , : . , \. 

under which this could be 
,\,\. 

tri,i.e,,: defendant's 
\'-;~ \·", 

,. ' . 1 ·· 
. ) / \ 

\ 

J -11 

. : \ 
I ' . 



knowledge that the processing o f the underlying records was so terribly bad that 

what was withheld in them would not be withheld from the abstracts and I would thus 

be able to prove again the need to reprocess them. 

151. By this time defendant's counsel had already sought to dismiss the 

abstracts in this case as no more than a mere index. When my counsel reminded him 

that my Item 21 requests any indexes or tables of content (Page 27), he reversed 

himself 100 percent and stated , "Our position, Your Honor, is this i s neither one. 

This is not an index. " It is both and it also is a MURKIN record. Every single 

item is clearly identified with this codeword and that file number and all nonexempt 

MURKIN records were to have been provided . My counsel then read the FBI's own 

description of its abstracts. He referred to the set arranged in chronological 

order as "of incalculable value to anyone engaged in research" because the files 

themsii.zes aee not in chronological order. (Page 30) While defendant's counsel 

here did acknowledge the existence of the second set of abstracts, he stated untruth

fully that it is filed by case. While thi s means he acknowledged that it is a MURKIN 

record, i n fact the second set is f iled by serial number. He was more pointitly 

untruthful when he returned to this to say, "We don't have the abstract cards in a 

numericai sequenc e . " (Page 34) In fact, when they weee finally provided, the 

numerica set rather than the more important original, which is in chronological 

order, is the set provided . Without any ques tion it is in 11numerical sequence." 

Yet when my counsel , who had just read the FBI's own description to him and the 

Court, reminded him there are two separate sets, he was so tatally unconcerned that 

his untrCbh was proven to his fa ce to be untrth by the FBI 1 s own official descrip

tion that he again told the Court , "No, that is not the way it is. 1
' (Page 35) 

152. Defendant's counse l , who was a ccompanied by FEI house counsel and the 

supervisor assigned t o this case, cont i nued to build his stone wal l on February 8, 

1980. He then (and on other occasions) tried to make little of the value and per

tinence of the abstracts by repeating the lie that they merely "were prepared by 

secretari es , they are secretarial records." (Page 6) 

153 . When the Court told him that the abstracts are within my requests 

(Page 7), he conde scended to say, "I appreciate your comments.n The Court told him 

sharply, "That's not a comment. That's a fi nding ..• I am ordering that they be 

provided to him." 
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154. Even then he continued stonewalling and deliberate obfuscation . He 

sought to completely alter what the Court had ordered. H.e told the Court, 11You 

want us to provide all of the excised cards to plaintiff. We will do that." (Page 

10) But nothing had been said about excised cards and without processing ther e 

could be, as he also knew, no excisions. The Court told him, "Hold it . That isn't 

qu ite what the Court ruled. The Court has ruled he shall receive every card having 

to do with the Martin Luther King assassination. " 

155. To this day defendant has not done as the Court ordered. I have not 

received the chronological and more important set of the abstracts and I have not 

received ahe many other cards, including index cards, "having to do with the Mart in 

Luther King assassination ." 

156. But defendant's counsel still sought to stonewall and withhold. To 

hiss end he took a let ter written to me by Director Kelley about what has nothing 

at all to do with the abstracts. It pertained to what had been improperly withheld 

under the Stipulation. The letter listed some of this improper withholding and 

stated I could have them if I asked again. But when I made that request, it was 

again ignored . In the mid s t of this (at Page 11), he admitted, "There is a MURKIN 

index.n As I state above, I have not received it. He foll owed this with another 

untruth, obviously untruthful from the Court's ruling on the abstracts and Director 

Kelley's l etter, nwe have turned over every document that we think we can turn over 

. .. there is no way to get anything else." Despite the success of his stonewalling, 

thereafter I received 10,000 pages or more. It thus is obvious that he had not 

1' turned over every document that we think we can turn over: and that there certainly 

was a "way to get anything else." Or, the exact opposite of what he said is the 

truth . 

157. He made further efforts to withhold the abstracts and not comply with 

the Court's order when he stated (on Page 12), "it will be about six months before 

we wi ll be able to begin any of the other procedures involved in clearing this 

cas e.~ This also was not true. This old case in Court took processing precedence. 

Complete compliance had been promised by November 1 , 1977, moee than two years 

earlier. Ang , if defendant had 11 turned over every document,n noth ing remained to 

be processed after six months more elapsed. This untruth was a c l ear effort t o 

intimidat e the wearied Court and the wearied plaintiff and his counsel. 
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158. He also wanted any action on the abstracts delayed until after the 

Court acted on his motion for summary judgment. If the Court had agreed, it would 

have added months more to the four years of defendant' s stonewalling and withholding. 

Untruths About Other Components, Especially Civil Rights Division 

159. While the greatest volume of defendant's records are those of the FBI, 

other components have significant and significant quantities of records. The un

truths about them served also to stonewall and withhold. Searches required for 

compliance were never made tn some components, some have never complied at all, some 

responded evasively and untruthfully. I had to file other litigation to obtain some 

records of some offices. An component, the Civil Rights Division, dribbled 

records out over a period o f about ,e-i,glft years after the first of its repeated false 
~ 

claims of full compliance made by both counsel and affidavit. 

160. The King assassination is a civil rights case and with the Department, 

other than the FBI, for the most part - but not exclusively - was assigned to CRD. 

However, such matters as the extradition were handled by Criminal Division, whose 

evasive response is that it would not have established a new file of its own. 

161. Some of the more important records, although reported in the press 

contemporaneously, s till have not been provided. AAmong these are the Attorney 

General's involvement in the plea bargaining in a nonfederal prosecution. 

162 . There is total noncompliance and not even the reporting of a search, 

to bee best of my recollection, by the Cormnunity Relations Service. I provided an 

undisputed affidavit in which I state that, although the black community was led to 

believe this component was created for its protection, in fact it was an agency for 
~-j ~- - . .,.<_ / · _,,·,a .. · 

spying on the black connnunity. IshivaaaeraldJae,aa~dted, a CBS representative was 

traveling with Dr. King and was only a few feet from him when he was assassinated . 

That representative filed a report, as he would hsve been expected to, and it has 

not been provided or even claimed to have been searched for. Other components also 

have been nonresponsive despite a round-robin notification from the appeals office. 

163. CRD had several kinds of involvement. Some of these involvements are 

embarrassing to defendant . For example, it collected e,,idence for the Ray extra

dition . In this it prepared for and secured the signature of a chronic drun oo an 

affidavit known to be misleading and untruthful. His was defendant's only "evidence" 
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placing Ray near the scene of the crime. It was used to represent that Ray was at 

the scene of the crime. However, defendant's records reflect the fact that this 

same "witness" had already made a negative identification of Ray , to the FBI and 

to the media , prior t o the filing of the false affidavit, prepared by CRD . Without 

it, there could have been no extradition. 

164. The charg fi l e against Ray, the only means by which federal jusis

diction could have been asserted, is violation of the civil rights act. There were 

several reinvestigations of the original investigation and these are included 

within my requests. At least one was by CRD and it provided personnel to another 

such investigation. Whi le after years of stonewalling I received a redacted copy 

of the CRD's repor t on its own investigation , the backstopping for that lengthy 

document remains wi thhe ld. 

165. The case record reflects the fact t!at t he CRD, through Stephen Horn, 

encouraged the FBI not t o comply with my requests. He then urged his superiows first 

to deny and wi thhold and then contrive some convenient legalism to sancti fy this 

deliberate bad faith. 

166 . As soon as I received the fi rst CRD records, then represented as total 

compliance, I filed an innnediate appeal because CRD wi thheld the public domain 

extensively . Those records have never been reprocessed. While hhe original reas ons 

for withholding ranged from ignorance t o incompetence, the former astounding for 

that divis ion, there i s no excuse for the ignoring of my document appeals, the first 
IG,<J. 

of which went directly to CRD, Later I l earned 8.t9*l the CRD FOIA person assigned 

to this case had not read the books on the subject. CRD had copies of mine since 

1972. wben I gave defendant a consolidated index to all the books , CRD made no use 

of it. CRD continues to withhold the nonexempt informatinn. 

167. What CRD withheld that was public domain inc ludes the name of a 

murdered Detroit gangste r whose body was found i n the trunk of a car abandoned at 

the Atlanta airport , reported in t he newspapers; the self-confessed fabrications of 

a convicted youthful drug offender and his mother, who used his fabrications in a 

bid for excul pation with such success that they were on coast-to-coast TV; and what 

the FBI had already d i sclosed. My appeals were never acted on and CRD continues to 

~ithhold this and other information like it. 

168. To cover CRD's noncompl iances, a series of unt ruthful representations 



were made to the Court and an overtly perjurious affidavit was filed. While the 

summary fr om which I prepare t h is affidavit does not include all of these, for that 

was not my purpose in preparing the summary for my counsel, it does include enough 

to establish deliberate and perpetual untruthfu lness . 

169. At the second calendar call, on March 21 , 1976, defendant's counsel 

told the Court, "The Civil Rights Division review should be completed by next week. " 

He then also forecast the end of this litigation . 

170. Pertaining to compliance, on September 16, 1976, the Court asked 

defendant's counsel , "Has any component been cop:tpleted? " He replied, "Yes. The 

Civil Rights Div i sion and the Criminal Division , insofar as the December 23 

request." ( Page 7) 

171. Later at that calendar call, which was for the taki ng of testimony 

relating to compliance, my counsel objected to the absence of a witness he had 

specifically reques t ed, by name: rrr requested the presence of Mr . (Stephen) Horn 

of the Civil Right s Division, beeauae they have - - Mr . Horn has executed an affi

davit and we challenged that affidavit. We think that if we had Mr. Horn here he 

would be for ced to admit that it (his affidavit) is untrue, that he is aware of 

documents, the Civil Righ ts Division has documents which they have not given us, 

which are responsive to Mr. Weisberg's request." (Page 47) 

172. Mr. Horn swore that he had provided all pertinent CRD records and that 

he knew of no other responsive records anywhere in t he entire Department of Justice, 

In this excess, which is untruhhful on all counts, he was also a mite careless. He 

identi fied records that he did not provide. It required more than five years before 

the last of those still not withheld weee provided. The last batch I received -

only this year - is at least ten times the volume of all prior CRD dribblings out 

of pertinent records. 

173. In Mr. Horn's absence defendant 's counsel, as quoted above, told the 

Court that CRD had fully complied , which is untruthful. Mr. Horn, the others in 

CRD who replaced him in this case and all counsel have ignored the sworn proof I 

provided of his false swearing. · 1y accuracy i n this allegation is established by 

the subsequent production of CRD records he withheld. 

174 . On August 12, 1977, my counsel told the Court that CRD had written 

"saying that they had processed through their final administrative appeal" ad that , 



despite their prior sworn attestations o f complete compliance, "there would be mor e 

documents forthcoming. " Defendant's counsel sought to forestall the filing of a 

lJIOtion pertaining to CRD while saying that was not his purpose . He said, !tr am not 

trying to dissuade counsel from filing the motion, but at least as far as Civil 

Rights , rather than file the motion, if I would set up a conference again (sic) and 

perhaps we can work something out." The Court agreed. (Page 4) He never set up 

any conference with CRD to which I was invited . They did not even phone me. 

175 . My swor n alle gation of Mr. Horn's falsity remained ignored. When 

present defendant's counsel was on the case , my counsel reminded him of this. (On 

December 20, 19 79, Page?)) My counsel also informed him that documents which CRD 

Dr. King's assassina t ion and ias subsequent investigation in several reviews of the 

FBI's role in investigat ing the assassination , has onl y 200 pages of documents." 

( Pages 16- 17) He referred to a CRD letter describing its files as "substantial" and 

stated that 200 page s is not substantial. He also referred to defendant's press 

( 

release describing the 

defendant's counsel of 

large number of files CRD had and reviewed, remi nded 

the pertinent Item of my request. In response I received 

nothing, not even a proforma denial of the existence of such records. Ignoring 

this accura~e information, doing nothing about i t, not even maki ng a proforma 

response, is bad tiaith. Defendant has an obligation to respond to FOIA requests 

and appeals. 

Untruths About the Stipulation 

176. In the summer of 1977 the Court was receptive to my Vaughn motion and 

so indicated. FBI FOIA supervisor Hartingh, who is a lawyer and then was assigned 

to this case , knowing full well f rom many samples I had given him and from my 

unanswered correspondence r elating to unjustifiable withholdings that they could 

not be justified , exploited my poor health and unh idden desire to obtain what he was 

withholding. He offe red, i f I would forego a Vaughn motion on FBI records, to have 

the FBI do certain things it had been stonewalling and do them in an agreed way and 

by an agreed time. Because of my impaired health and the great amount of what 
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remains of my life defendant had wasted i n this litigation, I accepted his offer, 

conditional upon the FBI's meeting all of the provisions of the Stipulation. At my 

insistence this was written into it. Hartingh was aware of my serious health 

problems. He knew that acute thrombophlebitis was diagnosed in late 1975 hospital-

ization and that an arterial obstruction had jlso just been diagnosed. I was so 

weak at the time in question that Hartingh, personally, arranged to par k my counsel's 

car inside the FBI building becau!e I was not able to talk to it from a parking lot. 
. ~ 

Moreover , the Stipulation bound me to nothing, absolutely nothing, other than a 

waiver of this Vaughn motion, and then only if the FBI performed as ggreed on all 

the other provisions of the Stipul tion. What follows does not address all of 

defendant's bad f'ith with regard to the Stipulation. It also does not address all 

the misrepresentat ions of the Stipulation by defendant's counsel because all are not 

included in the summary I prepared and some were not at the calendar calls. 

177. Later I learned - and I mince no words - that Hartingh lied and 

deceived me. He lied in leading me to believe that, without my agreeing to the 

Stipulation, I would not get the Memphis MURKIN records. He lied in telling me that 

all records pertaining to all members of the Ray family are filed under MURKIN and 

could not be retrieved by the field offices without specification of MURKIN records. 

He lied in leading me to believe that all field office information pertaining to 

the Ray family would be in St. Louis files, except for Jerry Ray, where the office 

would be Chicago . My agreeing to some of the provisions of the Stipulation was 

based on his word. His engineering of the Stipulation and his presiding over wide

spread noncompliance appear to have been a step in his upward career at FBIHQ, which 

followed immediately. 

178. Moreover , as will become c lear, he lied in assuring me that the FBI 

would live up to the letter of the Stipulation. In fact, it violated each and every 
tu,}, (JA?W..tt,.'nl-"fH, -~ 

one of its provisions and, in another bad faith, unilaterally 

rewrote it in the directives he set to the field office. These resulted in auto--
matic noncompliance with and violation of the Stipulation. Both appeals office 

witnesses, Messrs. Shea dnd Mitchell, confirmed this on deposition. 

179. The Stipulation relates to FBI records only. As it relates t o FBI 

records, all I agreed to do, upon compliance with all its provisions, is waive the 

Vaughn motion. All the many contrary representations by defendant 1 s counsel at 

4/\ 
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~am.y calendar calls and in pleadings were knowingly and deliberately untruthful. 

When one of these misrepresentations was made by defendant' s counsel, the Court 

reread the Stipulation and did not agree with that attempt to stretch it. 

iso./ Mrs. Zusman , who was spectacular in her fabrications, contrivances ~------
and untruths, to say nothing of her defamations, spoke untruthfully about the Stipu

lation as leading to the consultancy agreement. (May 24, 1978 , Page 8) She did 

admit that the Stipulation required the FBI to respond to "object ions to specific 

deletions, 11 She added that the con.sultancy was conceived "because we began to meet 

in November ( 1977) to try to figure out how the government could bet (get?) a spe

cific list of complaints from plaintiff because the government did agree in November 

to go back and rereview the documents that had already been processed and released 

if the plaintiff could be specific as t o the excisions that he was complaining of, 

which f course is the normal way that these cases are worked." This partial 

truth also is deliberate misrepresentation. 

181 . Under the St ipulation, as also wad directed earlier by the Court, 

records were t o be provided as processed , to be sent regularly, without any 

accumulation of them into large shipments. But defendant s·tockpiled what had been 

processed and as a result I soon received packages holding as many as 6,000 uninven

toried pages . This made it apparent that if I were to be able to specify noncom

pliance, which is not merely excisions, I would have to do it as I read those 

records. I did that, and although the FBI was not reqiiired to address what I sent 

it before 'ovember 1, in the belief and the hope that it might have some influence 

on the incredibly bad processing, I sent these letters to the FBI as rapidly as I 

could. It is beyond question that, as of the time of the first of the t wo meetings 

Mrs. Zusman arranged for November 1977, the one problem the government did not 

have was getting specifications from me. It already had them. Defendant's real 

problem is that it could not address them, particularly because, in addition to 

identifying the record, I provided conside able pertinent information reflecting 

that the wi thhoa!ings were not justified . As of the time Mr s. Zusman told the Court 

this untruth , she knew very well that I had provided this information about the 

Stipulation records as I read them. 

182 . As explained to me, defendant's reason for the November 1977 meetings 

was to avoid unnecessary litigation and to see to it that what Mr. Schaffer described 
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f!&?;.,:; .<.,_ t ~~; ,l.,4·~ ~~~-
as the FBI's bad eppdmct w&C#.-4te was .es~~..er.Mii-e'Q41~~r"tl~'!Pe~ corrected. This was 

not connected with the Stipulation and my consultancy report refile~~ this. Most 

of it was devoted to FBIHQ records, whereas t he records covered by the Stipulation 

are those of the field offices only. ( See also my August 16, 1982, affidavit.) 

183. Mrs. Zusman's is only one of many admissions that defendant was 

obligated, in the Stipulation and other agreements, to do what she told the Court: 

" the government did agree in November t o go back and rereview" my complaints. It 

agreed to this before November, in the August Stipulation. Before then, on a number 

of written and verbal ossacions, it agreed to this review of the FBIHQ MURKIN file 

after the last of it was processed. It has never done this. However, after Mr. 

Shea read my consultancy report, he did test i fy, on January 12, 1979, ag defendant's 

witness, that the records required repcocessing . In his previously mentioned 

internal memorandum, the ent ire text o f which was withheld from me under spurious 

claim to exemption, he also s t ated expl ic i t ly that defendant had lied to and deceived 

the Courts and me and had failed to make the necessary searches. (My counsel pro

vided this memorandum s o I do not attach it again.) 

184. Contrary t o this, Ms. Ginsberg told the Court on September 28, 1978, 

that "Mr. Shea has also concluded that the FBI has met all its burdens under the 

stipulation. " This is not true. Mr. Shea testified that the records required 

processing and that the use of exemptions ranged from entirely inappropriate to 

unjustified and not in accord with a ccept ed standards. His several reports to the 

Court and his de ositmnn testimony reflect that the FBI violated the terms of the 

Stipulation in rewi:rting its provisions. He also held that withholding from the 

field office records what allegedly had been sent to FBIHQ is not in accord with the 

Stipulation. And while the Court in this ase did not decide with regard to not 

providing copies of fizld office records befause of the FBI presumption that "dupli-

'l 
catesn were provided by FBIHQ, he held that these are not identical copies, thus not 

"duplicates," and should be provided by the field offices. 

185. In a similar situation created by the FBI in C.A. 78-0322, Mr. Shea 

found that all records sent to FBIHQ by the field offices were ~ot "previously 

processed" and disclosed by FBiHQ. This compelled the FBI to provide approximately 

3,500 pages allegedly but not previously processed. This and other violations of 

the Stipulation are something less than Ms . Ginsberg ' s representation that the FBI 
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met all its burdens under the Stipulation. 

186. It simplyis\not possible for any FOIA pliintiff to keep up with and 

refute all the delibera t~ u4truths by defendant's counsel with regard to this 
'. 

I. 

simple and quite limited Stip~lation. Another one also was on September 28. Ms. 
\ 
\ 

Ginsberg , with Mrs. Zusman ·,pre~ent, told the Court that records withheld under 

\ 
Item 7 of my April 15 request co\ntinued to be withheld because they are not wi thin 

. \ 
\ 

the Stipulation. The Stipulatiod has no connection with that request or any records 
I 

. \\ . 
other than field office r ecords. ;\ The records about which the Court questioned her 

• I 

are FBIHQ publicity and propagand\a records, from its "Research Mattersn or 94 files. 

The question pertained to a missing attachmant, one of some 200 missing attachments, 

and it pertained to the FBI ,. sycophant Gerold Fr ank , who is within my Item 7. The 
\ 

Court asked her, 11wnere would'. you assume that a memorandum such as this would be 

filed? I think that becomes i~portant, because I would certainly assume that it 

should have been filed under the Martin Luther King assassination. " ( Page 5) Ms. 
\ 

' \ 
Ginsberg r eplied, after showing 

with him, "the memora/ndum would 

the record to Supervisor Har tingh and discussing it 
\ 

I 

most,_ likely be in the Gerold Frank file, who is the 
! 

subject of this memor:an~u~ . However; \I - and here is tee deliber ate deception and 
' I 

misrepresentation - "tie Gerold Frank ifile is not one o f t he files that plaintiff's 

counse l and plaint iff.. ~:rld the Government agreed would be searched a year ago." This 
'\ 
\' 

can refer to the Stipula~ion only and there was no possible connection with the 
. \. 

FBIHQ Gerold Frank file a~,~~he Stipulation pertaining to field office files only. 
'\ . 

Moreover, not only is Gerold ~ank named in Item 7 of my April 15 request, which 
\ 
. '. 

required the searching of the FB'~HQ Geroad Faank file for compliance, but first Ms. 

Ginsberg personally and then Mr. c~\,~( personal ly both refused , during the deposi
'·,>"-

tione when we provided this and simila;\,r~_cords, to have the Gerold Fr ank and other 
' '~. ', ·. 

s i milar pertinent files searched. This is \.:ta additional flaunting of bad faith. It 
'• 

compounds the bad faith of Ms. Ginsberg's deli~~erate deception of the Court. 

187. The e never was any kind of an agr~:~~ent by me not to search any files. 
,. 

To the contrary, from the very f irst I co tinually ;~~~uested specific searches that 
· .... . _ 

were, except f or a few intercessions by Mr . Shea, alwa;;>-..._ -c-efused. In this case I 

was able t o do what most plaintiffs are not .able to do, id~~t ify a speci fic fil e by 
" 

its actual file number. 
.. 

(I also did this with other pertinent 94: and other files.) 
\ 

The FBI's arrogant refusal to searcl'\ clearly appropriate and pertin~n, t files would 



have been impossible without the l usty collaboration in this bad faith of all 

• 1 ·· h ·· · The bad fa1· th of all of defendant's counsel defendants counse 1n tis case. 

required the dishonesties ail pratticed before this Court. 

188. On Septe~ber 28,, 1978 , Ms. Ginsberg repeated the same misrepresenta

tions in defendant's successful effort to av"md making the searches required for 
', 

I • 5 compliance with Item 7 of my April 1 request. Once again the subject was Gerold 

Faank records. My counsel had informed the Court that records pertaining to him 

are within that request. Ms. Ginsberg's response was, "The fact is we are operating 

under a stipulation filed with the Court and approved by the Court in August 1977. 

And the Gerold Frank file is not a part of that stipulation. " (Page 8) At this 

point she also misrepresented the nature of the request. 

189. My counsel then reported to the Court other violations of the Stipu-

lation. Ms. Ginsberg then responded, "I simply can't allow Mr. Lesar to continue 

with these kinds of misrepresentations that he is making. And I am afraid I have 

to burden the Court with another piece of paper. 11 (Page 12) It was a letter to my 

counsel from Mr. Shea. My counsel had protested violation of the Stipulation by 

dumping some 6,000 pages on me in one carton that I also could not handle. Ms. 

Ginsberg, who accused my counsel of misrepresentation when he told the precise 

truth, followed with outright lies : "rather ~han dumping 6,000 pages of documents, 

periodic releases were made, beginning with August 19 and August 30, then September 

15 and September 29, October had several re l eases ending with October 26, 1978." 

190. Her representation is a fnbricaticn, whether by her or by the FBI I 

cannot say. The truth is well recorded in my immediate and vigorp's protest to 

the FBI because the Court had directed and the Stipulation required periodic 

releases as records were processed. Until the Stipulation, releases had been 

approximately weekly. 

191. After two months of medicatmnn and therapy, by the end of September 

I had recovered suffic ient strength to be permitted to address a college. In my 

absence, and on the last day permitted by the Stipulation for Memphis records, a 

single carton of them t otaling about 6, 000 pages reached my home. Fortunately, we 

had a husky and accommodating rural carrier . Instead of leaving the carton on the 

road at my mailbox, which is 000 feet from our home and invisible from it, or 

leaving a note for me to pick it up at the post office, he took it to my home and 



placed it on the kitchen floor. My wife had to avoid it until I returned. I then 

was unable to move it, so I had to open it and, finding no inventory, had to spread 

out and attempt to identify the various volumes, of which there were a great many. 

I had to ask the FBI for the a ccounting i t knew very well should have accompanied 

these records. (This is what led Hartingh to provide the incomplete list of them, 

Exhibit 1 above.) After my strong prote st over this deliberate abuse and deliberate 

violation of the Stppulation reached Harting9 he phoned me, I believe for the only 

time in this long case, and asked at the outset, "Are you still mad at us?" Ms. 

Ginsberg, even if deceived by the FBI, knew better because this was one of the 

protests I made at the first November 1977 conference and the FBI did not deny it. 

192. The FBI apparently relished being able to abuse an aging, ill and 

weakened plaintiff because i t pulled a similar dirty trick that very day . Just 

before the beginning of that conference, the FBI sought to give me the allegedly 

reprosessed prosecutorial index. It tried to get me to accept some 3,000 unwrapped 

pages. I protested that I would not be able to carry them safely to the Greyhound 

station and then on the bus back to Freder i ck. I asked that they be cartoned for 

receipt after that con f erence. At the end of the conference we returned to the 

FBI buile·ng. Those 3 ,000 pages still had not been cartoned. At my insistence 

the agents did find a ca r t on, but it was much too smill . As a result, some of 

these pages had to be squee zed into my already overloaded attache case. I was not 

able to carry both so my counsel carried the box and escorted me to the Greyhound 

terminal. As I tried to carry both the box and the attache case down the aisle of 

the bus, the case bumped the arm o f a s e t and then was forced into my abdomen. 

Since 1975 I have lived on a high l ev e l o f anticoagulemt, as the FBI agents knew 

very well. They also knew that my doc t ors warned me against any fall or cut or 

bruising, no matter how slight , because I can bleed to death from them. On the bus 

I suffered a very large internal abdominal hemorrhage. It grew to the size of a 

turkey egg and while it had no serious consequences, it could have been dangerous, 

even fatal. 

193. These are not matters I am likely to forget. I can and I have lost 

consciousness from j ust bending over, so if the bulk and weight of that carton of 

Memphis records had not been mor e than I could then handle, I might have injured 

myself seriously in trying t o lift i t and carry it to where I could spread out its 
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contents . It was the received from the FBI and 

it vas sent me many. There was no need for this k ind of abuse as there was no 

excuse for its failure t o mail these 3 , 000 pages of the prosecutorial index. Or 

for Ms. Ginsberg to add her abuse. 

194. Ms. Ginsber g gave the dates of shipment, not the volume of each shipment. 

They/molluded the records of~ field offices, as she knew . In her list the last 

date is t he day before the time the last of these records were required to be in my 

possession under the Stipulation. 

195. ·The FBI ' s records di s close the exact number of pages in each shipment 

for two reasons : its interna l records contain information it withholds from me 

(otherwise, what is often gibberish would deny it knowledge of what it sent), and 

when I was paying fo r the records, as I was then, it i ncluded a bill at ten cents 

per page . It thus is inevitable that with the records before her Ms. Ginsberg 

should have known that she was making false accusations to pr ejudice the Court and 

to accomplish her ulterior and improper purposes in her complete fabricatons about 

the provisions of the Stipulation. 

196. Based on what I learned later and informed the Court about under oath, 

this is an even more outrageous demonstration of bad faith. As the Court had di

rected and the Stipul ation required, r ecords within the Stipulation were to have 

been sent to me as they were processed . As I state above , Hartingh lied and 

deceived my counsel and me in order t o obtain a waiver of the Vaughn motion. I was 

deceived into believing that I would not get the Memphis and other field office 

records unless the Court directed it . However, I learned later. that t his was false 

because the proces sing of those records had begun before Hart ingh first proposed 

the Stipulaton . In the earlier affidavit I provided the Court with the dates of 

processing. These dates establish the deliberateness of de fendant ' s violation of 

the Stipulation and the directive of the Court pertaining t o regular releases and 

prohibiting stockpiling and dumping large quantities of records on me. 

197. When learned and experienced defendant's co1,msel mi$represent the 

Stipulation to the Court, it i s not an accident. Yet despite the number of times 

they were corrected in their knowingly fal s e representations of. :t ,re Stipulation, 
\ 

they persisted in their misrepres entat i ons. Present de fendant's .'counsel told the 
. I 

Court what in honesty cannot really be described as less than de l'~berate 
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untruthfulnes s when on November 28, 1979 , he s t a t ed , " I am pr oceeding i this case 

on the basis that we are res tricted to t he stipulat ion that was signed in August of 

1977 , and that that control s t he further· activities that will be undertaken in this 

case. ;' ( Page 5 ) My counsel agai n pointed out t hat, even if the Stipulation had not 

been violated and thus made invalid by defendant, it pertains only to the Vaughn 

waiver and to t he FBI only among defendant ' s components . Ths Court stated, "That 

is true. " Nonetheless , de fendant pe r sisted in obdurate refusal to provide pertinent 

and withheld recor ds except when compelled by the Cour t t o di sclose them. 

198 . The St i pulat i on is short and clear ly phr ased. It is not possible to 

misread it t o inc lude any other component s unde r ant conditions or to inc lude other 

and undisclosed FBIHQ reoords . All I waiv ed i s t he Vaughn motion that is limi ted 

to already disc losed FBI recBrds and tee val i dity of the ent i re Stipulation is based 

upon full compliance with a ll its provisions . I aeead of compliance there was 
vn,d,c. t, v~ 

unnecessary and~violation, which nullified t he St ipulation. 

UNTRUTHS PERTAI ING TO SEARCHES 

199. Compliance with FOIA requests begins wi th searches. In this case the 

defendant present ed several FBI FOIA supervisors to tes t ify t o FBI prac tice, the 

import being that i t woul d be t he practice in t h i s case. These supervisors testi

fied to when, by whom and how searches were made , and that ther e is a dated record 

of the initial sear ches . Based on this the requester is requi red to be notified of 

the ·approximate number o f pages i nvolved and their cost . Thi s was not the praC:tice 

with me (in this or any other case). In the corridor immedi a t ely after the first 

calendar call, I asked AUSA Dugan to ask t he BI t o c onform wi th the regulations. 

I told him that I had t o know the cost of what I was get ting into. Although he 

promised to convey my message to the FBI, a ccording to FBI Lega l Counsel Division 

SA Parle Blake, he di d not do so. When I subpoenaed t h e r ec or ds r elating to 

searches, as stated above, defendant j ust ignor ed the subpoena . If defendant had 

made good- faith searches - even ah;thing a t a l l that could be .c laimed to be a 

search - records establishing this would be fl aunted , not witµhe l d. Defendant does 

/ not present such records because they do not exi s t. They ch> not e,xist because from 

the first , even when pr esenting testimony ·to what would be dC!ne , de\fendant had no 

intention f ab iding by the regulations and normal practice :wii:h me and never has, 

in this or any other o f my cases . _ 



200. The case record does not hold any attestat·on to searches to comply 

with all the Items of my December 23, 1975 , request although there are some false, 

evasive and incomplete clai ms to partial compliance, and it holds only false 

attestations relating to my April 15 , 1975, request. The case record holds my 
\ 

proofs of this false swearing and it remains not only unrefuted - it is uncontested 

because defendant ignored and c~r:itinues to i gnore it. Over and over again, begin

ning long before the processing of' the f i rst MURK.IN record, I correctly informed 

the Co rt that compliance with my actual request is impossible if records from 

MURKIN only were provided. The case record also holds repetitious proofs of my 

accuracy in this regard. This also means that the case record holds repetitious 

proofs of defendant's deliberate dishonesty in assuring the Court that providing 

the FBIHQ MURKIN file would comply completely with my actual requests. 

201. There was never any real search f or any compliance in this case. SA 

Kilty was well aware, fore ple, t ha t he withheld most of the information pertain-

ing to scientific test s within my Apr il 15 request. SA Wiseman, for another example, 

was well aware that he swor e falsely in attesting that SA Kilty had made searches 

when Kilty informed him in writing he could not and would not. Kilty also testified 

on deposition - represented by present de fendant's counsel - that he did not and 

could not make any sear ch respons i ve to any but the first four Items of that 

request. (Kil t y's November 14, 1975, not i fic a t ion to Wiseman is in the case record. 

Initially FBIHQ had it f i l ed as "Subv er s i ve Mat ter" because it regarded and filed 

information pertaining to my FOIA r eques ts as subversive matter. Later this record 

was transferred to an FOIA file.) 

202 . Thus, even if the fa l s e ly sworn claims to cilDJlliance were not falsely 

sworn, the fact is that there never has been a search to comply with all the Items 

of my requests. And, despite his r epeated contrary representations to the Court, 

present defendant's counsel has personal knowl edge of this because he represented 

Kilty on deposition. So also does the FBI 1 s Legal Counsel Division because its SA 

Jack Slicks also represented Kilty then. 

203 . SA John Phillips, who al so i s supervisor on this case, inadvertently ----disclosed the FBI's pract i ce with regard t o me and my requests in an affidavit he 

filed in C.A. 78-0322. He stated tha t when my requests litigated in that case were 

received, instead of maki ng the normal and r equired searches, as testified to in 



some detail in this case in September 1976 by several FBI FOIA supervisors , the 

FBIHQ FOIPA chief meeely decided arbitrarily what would be provided. In that case, 

as in this it was defendant's intent not to make the required and normal searches. , --
Instead, reoords more to the FBI's liking were substituted. That is precisely 

what the FBI did in this case and it was sworn to by the supervisor, sho also is 

supervisor in this case. 

204. This bad faith is magnified by other of defendant's untruths, some 

under oath and known to be untrue when they were uttered. One was to accomplish 

the improper ulterior purpose of avoiding searches at the field offices. SA Donald 

Smith had to know he was lying when he testified on September 8, 1976, that "every

thing that is in the field offices, particularly in a case like this, would be at 

headquarters , particularly in the assassination of Dr. King." (Page 34) This lie 

was repeated to the Court later by Hartingh, who also had to know this was a lie 

when he uttered it. wben he failed in his purpose in this lie and the FBI had to 

provide field office records, he, as supervisor, provided many thousands of pages 

of field office records that are not at FBIHQ. (He never retracted or apologized 

for this lie . ) The fact, as every special agent knows , is that the field offices 

hold information they do not send to FBIHQ, information that is sent to FBIRQ in 

summary form only , and information that is sent to FBIHQ in censored form when dis

tribution is expected. It simply is not possible that any special agent does not 

know these basic trut'~ as a result of his work in the field because his field work 

requires this knowledge. 

205. This bad-faith effort to avoid field office searches followed 

defendant's announced intention of substituting the FBIHQ MURKIN file for searches 

responsive to my actual requests . 

206. Defendant never made any search for the prosecutorial index, even 

after I identified it and requested that it be provided. After the Court ordered 

that it be provided, at the beginning of the Ociober 8, 1976, calendar call 

defendant ' s counsel told the Court that the FBI had located this allegedly missing 

record. If he had spoken in good faith he would have told the Court that the FBI 

only pretended not to be able to find it and that I hdd told the FBI where it was. 

If there had been any search at all, defendant would have known by the same means 

I knew - from the records provided in this litigation. The FBI had loaned this 
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index to CRD and CRD had it. However, CRD had sworn to compliance without producing 

it, even though it is within Item 21 of my December 23 request. CRD also did not 

search for and provide this index or return it for the FBI to rovide. Without 

making this search, CRD still had sworn to compliance. If either agency had made 

any search, each would have known immediately where it was because the record of 

both disclosed this information to me. 

207. At the September 28, 1978, calendar call my counsel reported several 

other instances of bad faith. He stated again that providing the MURKIN file did 

not comply with my actual requests, a statement defendant has never even attempted 

to refute (Pages 5-6); that the FBI has its own ways of filing and no requester is 

in a position to know how everything is filed; that among other things it has "do 

not file" files , 0 not recorded" records, "dead filee. 11 and even "new dead" fil es. 

He also reported that some of the worksheets are phonies, using as an example a 

worksheet provided in this case listing an At lanta record as of two pages, both pro

vided, when in fact in another lawsuit that record was shown to have 27 pages. 

(Pages 6-7). In this litigation I have obtained FBI records referring to such 

strange files as "do not file," "dead,: amd "new dead" files, but none have been 

provided and there is no attestation that none are pertinent in this case or do not 

exist. No search has been made for the ot her 25 pages of that Atlanta record. 

208. At the beginning of the calendar call of November 21, 1978, Ms. 

Ginsberg reported the belated disclosure cf the ' 'Long tickler. 1' She ddentified it 

as "460 pages of the (FBI's) Civil Righ t s Unit's documents on the investigation, 

c alled the tickler.n (Page 2) Reee also defendant had insisted first that the 

record did not exist, and after I proved its existence insisted that it could not 

be located. Mr. Shea finally f ound it where I suggested he look. By then - and 

after the filing of t his case - the FBI had destroyed most of it. Ms. Ginsberg did 

describe that record as one of the FBI 1 s Civil Rights Unit . Yet defendant had 

steadfastly refused t o make any searches in any of the FBI's divisions and had 

c 1 aimed that none have .any records. 

209. When a special divisional record like the Long tickler still has 460 

pages fter mot o f it is destroyed , there is ample indication that these special 

divisional records, even if only compilations o f other records and annotations of 

them , are of considerable size and considerable importance. 
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210. That the reason defendant refused to search for and provide them is 

because they are embarrassing is disclosed by the coneent of what remains of the 

Long tickler. It has many importances, all embarrassing to defendant. It is a 

political, not only an investigative, compilation. It included many records that 

Ms. Ginsberg her sel f described as "on the investigation," yet they are not MURKIN 

records. This proves the dishonesty of defendant 's representation t o the Court 

that all pertinent information is in the MURKIN file. 

211. It also, among these non- MURRitt records which are pertinent to the 

King assassinat ion investigation, holds proo f of the falsity of defendant's repre

sentations to the Court and me that neither the Ray family nor I was surveilled. 

The Long tickler proves we both were. (I address thi s further below.) 

212. At this point on November 21, 1978, Ms. Ginsberg gave the Court a 

dishonest representat ion of my request, as "whether or not there was ever an FBI 

wiretap on them (my counsel and me) and a check of the electronic surveillance 

indices, which was updated on November 13th of this year, reveals that neither of 

them is listed and t hat they were never identifiably overheard in a conversation, 

nor were they ever identified as the subject of an overheard conversation ." (Page 3) 

Where this is not just plain false it is evasive. My request includes and says it 

inc ludes any and all forms of surveillance, not just electronic and not only of FBI 

origin. It also is not limited to my counsel and me. It includes all of Ray's 

former counsel, for example. Nonetheless , despite Ms . Ginsberg's assurances to the 

contrary, I was overheadd on an unauthorized tap. This is disclosed in the Long 

tickler. ( It lso is disclosed in pertinent records that were not provided to me but 

wer e provided to Jerry Ray.) Instead of filing this in MURKIN , as I have previously 

attested wi thout dispute, this revelation of having overheard Jerry Ray phone me 

on his sis ter Carol Pepper's phone is actually filed under "bank robberies," of 

all things, and in five different places, according to the incomplete records I 

have that were not provided to me from the MURKIN file. 

213. Whether my counsel and I and the other persons Ms. Ginsber g did not 

mention were the "subjects" of surveillance, defendant's formuation, is immaterial 

to the request . It is defendant' s revision for the stonewalling and noncompliance. 

As soon as I heard this first dishonest misrepresentation of my actual request, I 

corrected it but never received any response and no searches were made. 
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214. That is not the only time I was picked up electronically, as I als o 

informed defendant. 

215. One form of surveillance is physical, 11FISUR11 to the FBI. The FBI 

itself subjected at l east Jerry and John Ray t o physical surveillance, and they 

were the 0 subjects." "FISUR11 of Jerry Ray also is in the "bank robberi' records 

given to him but wi thheld from me. 

216. The sheriff intercepted James Earl Ray's mail, including all his 

correspondence with his counsel and the j ugge. He gave copies to the FBI. This 

does not appear in the provided records pertaining to the judge whose mail was 

intercepted. It does not appear in any of the MURKIN records pertaining t o Ray's 

counsel. This means that the required searches were not made . 

217. With regard to one of Ray's counsel, Bernard Fensterwald, Jr., in 

FBI records pertaining to him there is a round- robin directive from FBIHQ to all 

the field offices telling them to discontinue electronic surveillances on him and 

co-counsel in another case. Pertinent earlier records remain withheld, after I 

provided this undisputed i n formation to the Court, defendant's counsel and in an 

appeal that also remains ignored. 

218. With regard to another of Ray's counsel , J.B. Stoner, the FBI provided 

nothing. When I proved that the FBI had surveillance records on him and showed how 

some were hidden in the file~ the FBI provided a few pages only. It disclosed much 

mo e to Stoner, many hundreds of pages more. It made no claim to exempt ion to 

withhold those records from me. It did not search for haem. Whether or not the 

FBI has additional records pertaining to surveillances of Stoner, at least one other 

domponent does and from what I know ·of FBI practices, this also means that the FBI 

conducted a pertinent inve stigation that it did not search for and withholds. 

Stoner told me more than a decade ago that one of those the FBI aad surveilling 

him tried to entrap him. When the Department's Internal Security Division asked 

me to visit it about another matt~r, I reported this. When it iiformed the FBI, 

the FBI contorted that into a conspiracy by Stoner and me to defame the FBI. ( '!'ltis 

also is in the case recor d and that it was deliberate FBI corrupt ion of fact to 

defame me remains undisputed.) These and similar matters indicate that there was 

no search to comply with the surveillance Item of my request. It als o underscores 

the purposes served by Ms . Ginsberg's knowing misrepresentation quoted above. 
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219. The disclosure to him of t he Jerry Ray records and their content 

prove the dishonest intent of the false assurances provided by the FBI through 

Hartingh to get me to agree to the Stipulation. He asanred me that in the field 

offices all such records would be filed in MURKIN and that specificatmnnojf MURKIN 

in the Stipulation was required for proper searches in the field offices. 

220. At the time in question Jerry Ray phoned me more than one. This inad

vertent disclosure that the Rays were wiretapped indicates that there are these and 

other pertinent records still withheld. 

221. The inadvertently disclosed record is a very short summary which does 

not mention any electronic surveillance. This is probably the only reason it was 

disclosed. However, there is no other way in which the FBI could have obtained that 

information. The actual reports on the interception were not disclosed to Jerry 

Ray. 

222. This matter also reflects t hat the FBI lies even to the Attorney 

General. Several of the few originally withheld and then disclosed "JUNE" records 

(nJUNE" is FBI code for surveillance informatinn) include the FBI requeet for per

mission to wiretap Mrs . Carol Pepper , the Ray sister. The FBI admitted to the Attor

ney General that what it proposed was. illegal and unconstitutional, that it could 

make it impossible to try Ray if disclosed, and that the Peppers could sue for and 

collect damages. It stated that its sole puppose was to determine whether Ray phoned 

his sister so it might locate him. It argued that this was the most important of 

the many considerations. Later, after Ray was apprehended in London, the FBI, with 

feigned righteous indignation, withdrew this request on which Attorney General Clark 

had not acted . 

223. What remains of the Long tickler and the "bank robbery" records dis

closed to Jerry Ray make it apparent that of the Rays at least the sister was 

wiretapped. It thus appears that the FBI was doing n more than seeking the sanction 

of the Attorney General that Director Hoover and his close associates detested to -
cover the illegal and unconstitutional endeavor on which it was already launched. 

With regard to Mrs. Pepper, the actuality is that the FBI knew that James Earl Ray 

had not seen her since she was a little girl and did not know where she was or how 

to get in t ouch with her. 

224. Because I have some understanding of FBI jargon, I perceived in a 
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MURK.IN record that FBIHQ ordered the St. Louis office to surveil Mrs. Pepper's bank 

account. Later , copies of her accounts ( she shifted them for the freebees) turned 

up i n the possession of a sycophantic writer who indeed wrote what the FBI wanted 

written. Mrs. Pepper informed me that she had not given him copies. 

225. The FBI 's MURK.IN records disclose that Jerry Ray ' s mail was under 

surveillance. The Chicago office did not itself conduct this surveillance. It was 

done for the FBI . This is one of the reasons it pretends that the request includes 

only what it did, which is not true. The one disclosed ,instance has to do with 

Jerry Ray's flying t o Camden, New Jersey , to sleep with a woman about whom he learned 

in a nl onely hearte n publication . The 

reached her bed. Al though the FBI did 

FBI made her a symbol informer before Jerry 
~ d ;$<!lose~ J it d,d -n4 
ditcaiaelbkesth18,did dmd disclose her a ctual 

reports and other pert inent informat i on. 

226. Whether it is mai l or female, a bed or a bug, a mike or a shadow , it 

is all surveillance and within the request; but aside from the paraphrases in MURK.IN, 

all original and pertinent information , including the actual reports, the informer 

contact reports and other such informat i on, is withheld. 

227 . Bearing on defendant's int ent and general obduracy , the FBI both dis

closed and withheld its informant's n~e. It also disclosed the name of a woman 

associate who accompanied her to the airport to pi.ck Jerry Ray up and returned with 

them. I provided thi s information in appeals and in affidavits, which means to · 

doubty to dheendant and t o defendant 's counsel, and pointed out t hat the withholding 

could defame the woman who did not sleep with Jerry Ray and presumably was not an 

informer. Despi t e defendant's claim not to ever withhold what is disclosed and t o 

be ever diligent to avoid harm to the innocent, it refused to reprocess these records 

and remove the possibility of harm to the innocent. And, as is not at all excep

tional, despite defendant ' s contrary r epresentations, that appeal is among the many 

that remain entirely ignored. 

228 . These few instances which. come to mind deppite t he passing of years 

are enough to show that defendant's representat inns to the Court about the alleged 

searches pertaining to surveillances are in t entionally evasive, false, misleading 

and deceptive. 

229 . Also on November 21, 1978, my counse l noted t hat I did not receive any 

information at all pertaining to one of two known St. Louis area FBI symbol informers 
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who had the Rays and Stoner under surveil lance. (Page 4) His name is Geppert, 

Gebhardt in the transcript. I told Ms . Ginsberg that Geppert had confessed on St. 

Louis T~ and I had a tape of h i s confession. She asked for t he tape and I gave it 

to her. Despite repeated appeals , I have had no compliance at all~ no response 

of any kind. 

230 . The second FBI symbol informer is Ol iver Patterson . When no choice 

remained, the FBI provides eome of the Oliver Patterson records. This is one of 

several instances i n this case in which , for perceivable political purpose, the FBI 

dis c l os ed informan t names. It d isclosed Pa tterson to the House assassinations 

committe e ov e r his wri tten objections. The di s closed records reflect that this 

decision was made by a component of which I had never heard before, the Top Echelon 

Informant Committee. Those pertinent records remain withheld and my re peated appeals 

remain ignored . 

231. Patterson had a woman associate, Susan Wadsworth . She asked me to 

request the FBI records pertaining to her . She provided no tarized authorization for 

disclosure t o me in this case . Despite this the FBI ignored this matter and I have 

had not even an a cknowledgment from the appeals office. (Thi s is not the only 

instance i n which, despite it s contrary pretenses, the FBI refused t o disclose any

thing at all to me after I provided written authorization.) 

23 2 . Present defendant's counsel entered this case at the November 28, 1979, 

calendar call with a rather large untruth, thaat "we have complied wi th all of the 

requests of plaintif f t o relea se document s and that, accordingly, a new motion for 

partial surmnary judgment, on the basis of scope, wi ll be appropriate." (Page 2) 

Although he resisted vigor ously , unti l, in his words, he was "blue in the face, ri 

he nonetheless was subsequently f orc ed to produce about 10, 000 more pages that were 

within "scope" and had not been searched for. 

233. On De cember 20 , 1979 , one of my counsel's reminders of searches not 

yet made was that we h ad raised the question of the withheld J UNE records many times 

without ny s earch being made. nwe ask about it, we get all kinds o f obfuscatory 

responses, c laims t hat t h ey dontt know what the special file room (in which JUNE 

records are stored) is , claims that there is no index t o the special file r oom. 

And it does on and on like that. " (Page 25) Defendant's couns e l r eplied with a 

large untru th , i:There is nothing in the JUNE MAIL file relating to this case ... 
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There is just noth ing. " (Page 29) I do not recall that Mr. Shea ever acted on my 

JUNE appeals , wh ich are man~. I do know that I attached to each the MURK.IN file 

slip sheets reflecting transfer from the MURK.IN FILE of records that remain with

held. They remain MURKIN records but are stored in t he JUNE and JUNE MAIL files 

in, according to the printed FBI f orms , FBIHQ's own "special file room. " All these 

records retain their MURKIN file and serial numbers and, absent claim to exemption, 

are required to be provided in this case . They also are pertinent as surveillance 

records. 

234/ Defendant' s couneel added another rather large unt r uth after admitting 

that there had never been any JUNE or JUNE MAIL search in this case: "It is true 

we have not searched the files, becausef9ou can 't get the information by searching 

the files. ;, Even more incredibly he compounded this untru th in adding, "That in

formation is retrievable only through a search of the main (MURKIN) file, and that 

search has been done." (The MURKIN file was not searched; it was processed without 

search.) MURK.I is precisely where I found proof of the thansfers, the charge- out 

slip sheets, which say peecisely where those MURK.IN JUNE and JUNE MAIL records are 

fil ed . I emphasize that I provided copies of them with my appeals , so defendant 

knows full well that it is beyond question that the withheld JUNE and JUNE MAIL 

records are in and are r eadily retrievable from the special file room by means of 

the slips I provided which are for that purpose. (There a lso ar e unsearched JUNE 

and JUNE MAIL records that are not MURKIN records .) 

235. His blatant untruths did not get less incredible. For example, on 

January 3, 1980, he told the Court "that the Criminal Division would not have opened 

their file on Dr. King ' s assassination because that was not a federal violation." 

(Page 17) It cannot be that the Criminal Division and defendant's counsel do not 

know that it is a Civil Rights Act case and that the FBI's MURKIN case is titled 

"Civil Rights! " It was and it remains a federal case - even though in this case 

defendant claims not to be able to find the Attorney General's order of the night 

of the crime . It is an •~~ive file and Beckwith testified the case is st i ll open. 

Moreover, the MURKIN file reflects that the FBI filed charge s under this Act 

against Ray - in Birmingham because it did not trust the United States Attorney 

1.n Memphis! 

236. De scribing defendant's counsel's 20 quoted words as merely incredible 
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may be too much o f an understatement. He knew he was l~ing to the Court - and he 

was up to much more. He was hiding the fact that the Criminal Division admitted 

making no search while he , knowing it, r epreeented that it had in his premature 

and inappropriate campaigning for sunnnary judgment. Whatever the affiant Buckley 

of excessively partisan counsel may have meant by "would not have opened their 

file ," (emphasis added) it is conjectural, irrelevant, evasive, incompetent, and 

no substitute for the search that, while seeking to hide it, this language admits 

was not made. 

237. While records pertaining to the King assassination are not the only 
,-e o::. ~i d<; 

records within my requests , thate are n~herds that, while pertaining to the King 

assassination, are not filed under it as a civil-rights violation. Ray was both an 

escapee and an Unauthorized Flight to Avoid Prosecution case. In both there is 

federal jurisdic tion, as there also was in the extradition, which Criminal Division 

handled. 

238. Whether or not Criminal Division "opened" a file or the file was 

" their" file is utterly and knowingly irrelevant. Moreover, unless defendant's 

counsel claims total ignorance of his own case file , he had to know that CRD 

referred a not inconsiderable number of records back to Criminal Division before 

disclosure because they originated wi'th Crimi nal Division. 

239. Aside from the willful bad faith counsel's quoted words represent, 

they also reflect the means by which defendant has prolonged this case extraordi

narily and avoided compliance by avoiding anything can be described as searches. 

240. This is one of the countless examples of defendant's practice of saying 

anything - regardless of its untruthfulness-- that at any time appears to be expedi

ent in the pursuit of wrongful purposes. At the same calendar call he proceeded to 

another example. As usual , he began it with another massive untruth: With regard 

to maps attributed t o Ray, some seized i n a completely unnecessary illegality , an 

FBI burglary, he told the Court what , despite his eloquence, I soon proved to be 

false: "Your Honor , we don't have any maps. They simply do not exist." (Page 15) 

Each statement is untrue and both untruths are of such a nature and magnitude they 

also must be called lies. I promptly proved they are. I provided the FBI's inven

t ories. They establish the existence and posse ssion of the maps. After checking 

this an prior to his counse l's blatant falsehood , the FBI Director wrote me and 
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offered them to me because they were withheld improperly under the Stipulation. 

241. The matter of these maps is an example of defendant's willingnes t o 

lie under oath in the King assassination investigation. In prior affidavits I docu

ment this allegation without contradiction or response of any kind. After the 

Atlanta FBI's completely unnecessary burglary - permission of the building owner 

or a search warrant were readily av_ailable - word of it leaked out. Atlanta had 

informed FBIHQ of the burglary and its loot, in writing. FBIHQ then ordered the 

At anta SAC to execute an affidavit in which he swore that there had not been any 

burglary. Documentation of this, including the burglar's report and the special 

handling to FBIHQ, along with the untruthful affidavit, are attached to my prior 

affidavit. 

242. While I have regrettably extensive and disagreeable experience with 

official falsifications , I still find it beyond belief that-defendant and defendant's 

counsel would dare fabricate like this and then have it sworn to by the FBI 1 s case 

supervisor because the case record already was so clear on possession, on the strict 

prohibition of any destruc tion, and on pi npointing the location of all such evidence 

not in FBI files. However, if the FBI had divested itself of this evidence, that 

would be reflected by compliance with Item 2 of my December 23, 1975, request, per

taining to which no search has been attested to or was ever made. It seeks "All 

receipts for any items of physical evi dence ." 

243. As the case record reflec ts and as defendant knew independently and 

prior to the filing- of this case , I was the defense investigator in the case of 

Ray v . Rose . Defendant's permission was required for me to be able to interview 

prisoners in federal peni t entiaries and defendant gave me that permission. Federal 

district court in Memphis ordered di s covery and issued a separate order for me to 

participate in that discovery . While the time permitted by the prosecution and the 

situation was limited to two Aays , i n those two days, among other things , I produced 

proof of the ordered violation of Ray's rights. I also examined nine large cartons 

of FBI physical evidence. Defendant in this instant cause was the "consultant" on 

Ray's 1'security. " " Security" consisted of ordering surveillance of all his com

munications, spe c i fically all o f h i s communi cations with his lawyers , and keeping 

him under constant microphone and TV sur veillance in the cellblock in which he was 

the only prisoner, always wit h guards with h i m. The security arrangements included 
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armor-plating all windows. With Ray the only prisoner in a bomb-pr oof entire cell

block and with 24-hour inside and outside guards, the "security" involved 1.n TV 

and microphone surveillance inside hat ce.llblock only is not apparent . I believe 

this accounts f or defendant's withholding o f the "consultant' s " name even though 

it violates this Court's order. The specific and written instructions to intercep t 

Ray ' s communications with his lawyers are now in the record of this case. With 

regard t o those nine cartons of evidence , each item of which bears FBI Lab identi

fication and none of which was a ccompanied by any Lab report , Ray' maps are 

included. Also included were rece i pts for the return of s ome evidence t o the FBI. 

This prompted my request f or all such receipts, so any missing evidence would be 

located automatically. The evidence was loaned for the prosecution. Ray's last 

appea l was rejected by the Supreme Court early in this instant cause. 

244. Not only did defendant in this instant cause use nsecurity" as a 

device for v iolating Ray's rights, but also - and pertinent to my unsearched sur

veillance Item - it was party to continued violation of them after the trial judge 

issued an order prohibiting any such surveillance. When FBIHQ learned o f this 

order, in line with its basic policy of "cover the Bureau's - --, 11 it directed 

Memphis t o continue to accept the fruits of this surveillance without having copies 

in its files. ( This alone is enough to explain defendant's refusal to make a search 

t o comply with the surveillance Item of my requests.) 

245. Wi th regard to the maps, I do not now recall with certainty whether 

all were loaned to the prosecution. I bel ieve they were. I remember making a 

careful examination of one of which I had prior knowledge , an annotated map of New 

Or leans . The FBI cl1aims it investigated conspiracy espects of the crime but nothing 

provided t o me in tr/is case from FBIHQ or the New Orleans office includes any 

investigation of the numerous places marked on the map the FBI itself says was 

Ray's. This also bears on refusal to make a real New Orleans search and for what 

I have already proviJded for the case record, FBIHQ's directive t o New Or leans 

limiting what it would provide and authorizing a nonfirst-pers on affidavit attesting 

t o the all eged "search." 

246. Moreover , it simply cannot be believed that those cloned by the 

" greatest file clerk of them all " wou ld not make and keep records of or in any way 

lose control of hee basic evidence in so major an investigation o f s o important and 

costly a crime. 
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247. The enormity of what defendant pulled in these quoted 20 words is 

magnified by the fact t hat , even if none of the foregoing was known to those in-

volved in this case by any other means , l ike examination of their records, it was 

known because I personally informed defendant ' s representatives and asked that, if 

copies cou ld not be provided from copies in defendant 's files , the originals or 

· b bt · d from Memph1·s Th1' s was refused. but defendant' s knowledge of it copies e o aine - . . , 

makes counsel ' s offense much more deliberat e and SA Wood's false testimony much 

more purposeful. 

248. Aft er typical blueness in the face , when ordered by the Court, 

defendant 's counsel finally produced a few photographic copies. Defendant has 

done nothing abouy retrieving and providing the others whose location would have 

been established had there been any search at all. 

249. Defendant ' s counsel als o t ried to deprecaee the importance of the map 

on which the FBI claimed Ray marked the l ocations of such places as Dr. King's 

home, church and office. Making it up as he went, he told the Court , "This is a 

regular $1. 25 

added, " If he 

street map of Atlanta" wh ich I could buy for myself. (Page 16) He 
,5 r-c:?li'1 
teatlJily interes ted i n seeing what the street names are , wh ich I 

admit are hard t o see , he could have gott en a street map and figured this out . " 

When he f inished with his i nappropriate charade, he did acknowledge that there 

"weee a couple of circles t ha t are shown on tha t map. " 

250 . Although these maps were within the Stipulation and, after being 

withheld, had been promised i n writing by the FBI Direc!or himself, defendant's 

c ounsel's games with the Act , the Cour t and t ruth were not ended. When this matter 

came up again on Febr uary 28, 1980 , he fabr i cat ed another untruth, that Atlanta did 

not have the records it inventor i ed and said it had . The Atlanta office, he stated, 

nlooked not at the documents themselves, but at their own inventory documents." 

The fact is that the field offic es a r e required to examine evidence every six months 

and account f or its preservation . I obt ained this record in other litigation and 

provided it t o the Court. There als o ar e standing FBI regulations and those of 

other agencies , l ike the Na tional Archives, which stric tly prohibit the destruction 

he conjectured. Later , i n a moment o f car e l essness , he provided me with FBI records 

r eflecting that FBIHQ knew Atlan ta had what its inventories show it had . They also 

now are i n the case rec ord. 
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251. To attest t o what defendant , if not also the witness , knew was untruth

ful, he produced the FBI's case supervisor, SA Martin Wood. wood finally admitted 

that there were three different Atlant a maps because I had proof of that. Wood 

testified (Page 21) that it is normal FBI practice to destroy physical evidence. 

This is not only untrue , but the case record already reflected that I had seen 

those nine large cartons of it . 

252. On cross-examination. Wood admitt ed that he had no knowledge of any 

such destruction. He had just a ssumed it. (Page 21) But he persisted. When asked, 

sgo,,cn1rl']9-
" Are there no regulations ~ogvelffl.flg destruction of FBI evidence in a criminal 

case?" he answered, "I am not aware of them. 11 (Page 22) 

253. Hi s picture of the nation's preeminent police agency, the fabled FBI, 

has any employee getting rid of anything at all for any or no reason at all. He 

knows better . 

254. My counsel read him FBI regulations which s trictly prohibit what he 

conjectured and the FBI's proud boast that it "never destroyed an investigative 

matter of substance." He then asked , "Would you consider evidence located in con

nection with the apprehension of James Earl Ray to be a mat ter of substance?" 

Defendant's counsel interrupted and tried to answer for him. My counsel asked Wood 

if Ray's fingerprint , which was on a map, would be a matter of substance. (Page 27) 

Here Wood ran down. He stated , "We will see if we can run it down." (Page 28) 

That be lated and unkept promise was made 11 years afte~ my first request fo r the 

evidence the FBI regarded as incriminating and four years after defendant start ed 

asking for summary j udgment. Defendant's counsel made the same unkept promise , 

trying again to limit the promised search, nwe will •. . search for the ma{l with the 

fingerprint on it that was referred to." (Page 29) (Atlanta had four maps.) 

255. Later the same calendar call, after my counse l noted additional perti

nent searches not made, defendant's counsel told the Court, "We have told him that 

we don : t have any more documents in any of those files." (Page 41) Even if he was 

limi ting himself to the FBI General Investigative and Crime Records Division, 

which had been ment i nned by my counsel (Page 39), he knew his response was not 

truthful. He did not address what my counsel at this point told the Court in answer 

to her question about certa'n documents, "Wouldn't they all be in the MURKIN file?" 

--~ My counsel's response was that they woul d not be and that on deposi ti on we had 
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learned fr om Mr. Mitchell that, contrary t o what the FBI pretended, those "d~visions 

do maintain their own fil e s. 11 (Mr. Cole represented Mr. Mitchell on deposition.) 

Moreover, as stated in copies of FBIHQ MURKIN records I have provided the Court, 

it was the practice of these divisions to remove documents from the Central Records 

file copies and note this fact on them. Thus, in addition to the need of those 

divisions to have their own documents , they also had copies that were to have been 

provided t o me from the Central Records copies. 

256. Contrary to what defendant 1 s counsel told the Court, his own witness, 

Mr. Shea's assistant, testified of personal nowledge that the FBI 1 s divisions do 

have their own files. Ultimately, this wearying untruth succeeded in frustrating 

the required search. 

257. At this point, however, he made no attempt to refute what he knew 

was irrefutable tetltimony. Instead, he complai ned of me, "he thinks we are all 

liars and that's the basic problem wi t h which I simply cannot deal. n (Page l-1) The 

Court said , nThe Court does feel perhaps you can submit an affidavit indicating that 

these things have been encompassed in this search. " He told another untruth in his 

response, "Those have been submitted . " 

258. My counsel and t went t o the FBI building many times for conferences. 

Those conferences were always in some office we had to take elevators and walk 

corridors to reach. When Hartingh , who never attested to a search, told me that 

the divisions had no files of their own , I asked him why there were all those file 

cabinets I'd seen when going to and at t!ose conferences. He responded evasively 

and thereafter saw to it t hat I never got far from the tour entrance. After that 

the conferences were in some pretty odd and hastily improvised places, ranging from 

the hallways to an auditor ium or two . 

259. Department c ounsel knew that what he told the Court was not true f or 

an additional reason. He represnted SA Kilty on deposition and he heard Kilty 

testify that the Laboratory had f i les and that he had searched them. His own case 

record file also reflects that what he s "id is not true with such illuarnat·nns as 

the Long tickler, wh ich is a record of Long's division. 

260. Reflec ting his will ingness t o have someone swear to anything at all 

is what he s oon told the Court, that he could provide an affidavit. To this the 

Court stated, " I don ' t think you are i n a position to make an affidavit." (Page 42) 
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261 Under pressure from the Court he agreed to provide affida,,its attest-

ing to "whether or not a search has been made of those particular Division files." 

i~age 43) I do not recall whether he fil ed any affidavits, but I do know that they 

cannot h ave attested t o a search befor e then and cannot be trusted if they denied 

having any records after all of what he had just told the Court and had stated earlier. 

262. It is pertinent t o note again that Mr. Shea informed defendant that 

the Cour t and I had been lied to , that promi ses made to the Court and me and not 

beehhkept, and that there were pertinent r ecords that were neither provided nor 

searched for because of tricky filing . In the months since my couns el provided Mr. 

Shea's memoaandum , the entire text of which had been withheld from me under spurious 

c laim to exemption , defendant has made no refutation or even expressed disagreement 

with what Mr. Shea stated after long i nquiry. De fendant's practice is to ignore 

what cannot be refuted. 

263 . At the February 26, 1980, calendar call, my couneel i nformed the Court 

of noncompliance by a numbe r of de f endant's components.,Cpages Sff.) With regard to 

the Connnunity Relations Service (CRS) , he provided a record that enclosed a memo

randum. Of this both Criminal Division and CRS had copies but t he attahhed memo

randum had not been provided. Of the Criminal Division my counsel stated that it 

had provided an affidav it claiming fu ll comp l iance . He also reminded the Court that 

I had attested to the f i l i ng o f a r e port by the CRS representative who was wi th Dr. 

King when he was assassinat ed. No exempt i on was claimed for it and it was not pro

vided. Unable t o confront these fac ts , defendant ' s counsel merely said , nthere's 

very lit tle I can say. If the affi davi t s are not true, where are we? We have 

accomplished nothing through t'~ese years o f efforts." (Page 10 ) 

264. Sonndde f endant I s c·ounsel t o ld the Court that 11 both the Department of 

Justice and the FBI have previously f i l ed a f f i davits saying t hat they have under

taken a reasonable search o f mater ials r esponsive t o Mr. Weisberg 1 s request and have 

completed that task. 11 (Page 17) What he did no t tell the Court is that I had filed 

counter-a ffidavits proving th.em to be f a lsely sworn, wi,thout eeen a peep from any 

o f t he affiants or any of de f endant ' s couns el. 

26~. A few mi nu t e s l ater defendant' s counsel t .old the Court that the resi

dent agents o f FBI field offices have no r ecords. This is a stock untruth, as my 

counsel underlined i n reminding him that " t he who l e wprld was put on notice o f the 

kinds o f embarrassing things that wer e kept in the FBI files, when s omebody pur 

loined the f iles kept at the Media , Pennsy l vania residency." ( Pgge 28) (Disclosure 



of many embarrassing records and widespread page-one attention to them after they 

were released by the raiders drew considerable attention to the many FBI illegali

ties and improprieties reflected in its own files.) 

266. The residencies are parts of the field offices and they do have field 

office files as long as they have need for them. It is possible to search the field 

offices, as waa done in another of my cases, and attest that pertieant field office 

records are not there and not be entirely untruthful because those records are not 

physically in the main field office even though they are still field office records 

and it knows where they are. · When this defendant pulled that trick in another case, 

I informed that court where those records are . Th.is defendant abandoned that false 

pretense in that case and is trying to whittle down what wil l be dis!losed. 

267. One of the promises made in chambers in November 1977 is that defendant 

would return copies of a photograph and a sketch of another suspect. (An Item of my 

April 15 request seeks copies of all represent&tions of all other suspects. Then 

defendant's counsel, based on one of SA Wiseman's affidavits, told the Court that 

there were no other suspects . When I obtained the FBIHQ MURKIN file, the one Wiseman 

swore he had searched , the f i rst of several recapitulations stated that as of the 

very earliest days of the investigation, there were 400 other suspects .) As of this 

February 26, 1980, calendar call, more than two years later, they had not been pro

vided. Defendant ' s counsel , as usual willing to say anything that at any time 

appeared to be expedient, stated, nr don't thini there are any photographs." (Page 

29) This was after I had informed the Cour t of lending them to the FBI and had 

received the FBI's records confirming that I had. (Page 29) Eventually, the FBI 

did provide copies of what I had l oaned it - more than five years late. 

no search had been made despite the promi s e t o the Court. 

Obviously, 

268. Defendant's counsel then al so t old the Court, "The FBI really has no 

idea where it goes from here either, because it can't search files the way the 

plaintiff seems t o think it can search them. It can' t take these names that have 

been provided and do a search on the , because so many of them are subject to privacy 

requirements and others are files that. simpl y do not exist in the fora that he 

requests." (Page 36) This also is untruthful. The FBI can and is required to 

search by name. In this c ase it was directed to make maximum possible disclosure, 
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a directive it ignored . Until it examines the records it has no way of knowing 

whether or not any information is exempt. Much is within the public domain now. 

The FBI is required to begin with the very search it has refused to make and its 

counsel pretends it cannot make. Nothing is more connnon in FBI searches than the 

/ 
use of i'ts "see" references. The Court told it to use its "seen references, but it ., 
never has. Defendant ' s use of "form" to describe a file is a deliberate deception 

I 
and m1srepresentation My request is not by any alleged form. It is for readily ) -· 
idedtifiable information. This information exists or does not exist. If it exists, 

there is no question of form. Almest always it is a piece of paper and locating and 

processing that form presents no legitimate problem at all. 

MISREPRESENTATIONS PERTAINING TO MY APPEALS 

269. Defendant ' s counsel regularly misrepresented my appeals and Mr. 

Shea's testimony about them . Until the Court asked that he be put in charge, a 

matter about which Ms. Ginsberg promised to inform the Court but never did, I had 

nothing or almost nothing to do with him. Once the Court asked that I cooperate, 

I did, at considerable cost in time, transpor tation, mailing and xeroxing. As I 

remember a previous affidavit , before I had t o move and rearrange those files, 

they measure about a yard. (There was duplication because one appeal often per

tained to more than one subject.) By any measure the effort I expended was enormous. 

It was> by Mr. Shea's own volunteered testimony as defendant's witness, very helpful 

to him. However, most of those appeals were never addressed because Mr. Shea did 

not survive the opposition of the FBI which , he attested in this case, he overruled 

more than 50 percent of the time. In making the false pretense that Mr. Shea did 

not support me - and he did, among other things, testify that the MURKIN file 

required reprocessing - on September 28, 1978, less than four months before he 

testified, Ms. Ginsberg attempted to deprecate the permeating noncompliance. In 

the course of her false pretense she stated, " there have been claims that twice

daily reports were given t o the Attorney General. " (Page 2) Of this she stated the 

utterly irrelevant, "Mr. Shea 1 s review has f ound no documents specifically labeled 

'twice daily reports. 1 11 ( emphasis added) I did not state that they were so titled. 

I stated that they are s o described, as indeed they are in both FBI and OPR records. 

Nobody in his right mind would expec t such reports to be "specifically labeled 
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'twice-daily reports. 1
" These reports are very significant becauae they reflect 

what the (deceived) Attorney General wa,s told by the FBI. They did exist. There 

is the strictest possible prohibition of their destruction. Search for them as 

described by Ms. Ginsberg is deliberate bad faith. It was intended to be a non

search and to be nonproductive. 

270. As my counsel also informed defendant's counsel on March 7, 1978, 

the OP I s records als o state that daily reports were pr,ovided to Director Hoover. 

No copies of these have been provided and no real search for them is attested to. 

Defendant merely conjectured that they could be scattered throughout the MU~itt 

file. My exa..~ination of that file does not confirm this conjecture. 

271. The first of my appeals was filed in 1975. On September 16, 1976, 

AUSA Dugan informed the Court that as of then there were only eight others ahead of 

me. Yet it was not until five years later that defendant acted on some and most 

still have not been addressed, Defendant ' s statement that my appeals in this case 

would be taken care o f as soon as action on eight other appeals was completed was 

untruthful. When defendant learned that this c01Innitment was not being kept, 

defendant did not inform the Court about it and contested strongly and frequently 

untruthfully my accurate representations pertaining to these appeals. 

272. It is beyond question that defendant ignored what is most important 

in what Mr. Shea decided and instead eased him out. He decided and testified tha·t 

the records needed reprocessing. Re stated in his reports to hhe Court, &~ong 

other things, that there was no basis for withholding copies of most of the field 

office MURKIN records as " previously processed" because the FBIHQ and field office 

copies are not duplicates. He also found that some information appears on field 

office copies only. There was never any check to determine whether any version of 

any field office record , among many, many thousands of hhem , was actually disclosed 

from FBIHQ files. Defendant merely assumed that if a field office said it sent a 

record to FBIHQ it was properly filed, was never removed or lost, had provided it 

and simply withheld it. When in another of my cases Mr. Shea was able to force a 

check, it was discovered that 3 , 500 pages sent to FBIHQ from only two of the 59 

field offices could not be located at FBIHQ. 
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BAD FAITH OF DEFENDANT'S COUNSEL AND WITNESSES PERMEATE THIS CASE 

273. In many prior and undisputed affidavits I attest to hhe permeating 

bad faith of defendant's filings , test i mony and, in particular, defendant's affi

davits. My attestations remain uncontes t ed hut not because defendant's counsel, 

staff attorneys and FBI special agent s enjoy be i ng proved to be untruthful under 

oath. My many attestations to the bad faith that permeates and taints this case, 

from before the f i rst calendar call and at most of them, are unchallenged because I 

am accurate and truthful. 

274. It is beyond question , as Mr. Shea warned defendant, that the Court 

and I have been deceived , misled and l i ed to by defendant. 

failing t o c r oss- exami ne me. They carr ied this to the extreme in oppising the 

taking of the Zusman depos i tion under conditions that could permit my presence and 

in opposing the taking of it at a normal place, my counsel's office. I could have 

been present at my counsel's office because the person who uuuld have driven me 

could have par ked safely in the buildi ng's underground garage. Getting to my 

counsel's office from the r e would not hav e exceeded my physical capabilities. 

Examination o f my August 15, 1982, a ffidavit addressing Mrs. Zusman's testimony 

reveals why defendant did not want me present. 

276. Those who a r e not untruth ful defend themselves and their reputaatons. 

While I t hen did not use the wor d , s eve r a l of -defendant's counsel wailed to the 

Court , "He called us liar s. What can I do ." Those who do not lie can prove they 

are truthful. Not once in this very l ong case did anyone ever make that attempt, 

for h i mself or for defendant . They dare not because I am and I seek to be truthful 

and accurate. They cannot say this for themselves, not one of them. For all their 

power, influence and resources, they will not make their integrity an issue; and 

for all their youth and vigor, they -wil l not contend with an unwell, weak and 

weary old man on t he fa cts of this case or of that terrible assassination or their 

inves tigation o f it. 

277 . In the August 15, 1982, part of this affidavit addressing Mrs . Zusman 1 s 

deposition t es t imony, herein and in my. August 16, 1982, a ff idavit address i ng 
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defendant's Supplemental Memoran.dum, I be lieve that I show , beyond reas onable 

doubt , that a ll of defendant's couneel and wi tnesses (with the exception of the 

tes t imony of Messrs. Shea and Mitchell) regularly misinformed, misrepresented, 

distorted , evaded, deceived and , in general, were untruthful - often knowingly and 

deliberately - to achieve the u lterior and improper ends to which I attest. 

278 . As the Court itself noted, they stonewal led. After almost seven 

years of litigation, they have yet t o make the searches required to comply with my 

requests. Instead, they perpetrated deliberate fraud , that they could comply by 

providing the FBIHQ MURKIN file only. They provided phony documents and swore they 

were authentic, and I caught them at it. They made unjustified c~aims to exemption 

and withheld improperly and then, in writing and verbally as well as t o the Court, 
CQ"f'Vlf I-,;;., )1, f s 

stated they would review my written and specific Olllflpl'"nts . To this day they have 

not done s o, including not under the Stipulatmnn, which bound them to do it. In 

substitution and with the intent o f avoidin this, they cooked up tha t consurmnate 

demonstration of bad faith, the consultancy ; then regularly mis represented and were 

unt r uthful about it ; and t hen, unable to defend what it reflec ts , j ust gypped me 

and lied t o the Court about it . Having deceived and misled the Court to have me a 

agree to the consultancy, they proceeded to violate it from t he very first, as they 

also did wi th t heir own Stipulation, which they sought to stretch to cover a ll their 

many noncompliances. Both required that the Court be t old untruths and time after 

t ime they told the Court those untruths - even repeating them after be ing corrected 

by the Court, my counsel .and me . 

279. As I state at the outset, the foregoing is anything but a complete 

reoounting of defendant's bad faith. It is limited to the c a l endar calls and then 

is fu r ther limited to what I included in the summary I prepared for my counsel for 

entirely different purposes . It als o does not include the calendar calls which 

followed t hose I was able to include in the surrnnary. The defendant al so demonstrated 

bad faith in t hem, including by but not limi ted to adducing untruthful testimony . 

280. Only a court can decide what is perjury and whe ther it is suborned. 

I n this ca se I have proven over and over agamn - without a single refutatinn or a 

single attempt at refutation - that there was false swearing and t hat in at leas t 

s ome instances the counsel who presented it should have known it was f alse swearing. 

During the pendency of this case these counsel were reminded by t he Attorney General 
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- on "Law Day" - that under the Rules they are required to have reason to believe 

anything they present to a court. Defendant is not about to prosecute or chastise 

himself; but whether or not there was perjury and its subornation , these sworn and 

unsworn untruthasserve the purposes of. suboraed perjury. Either way both are the 

worst bad· faith. 

281. Our major political assassinations are the most terrible and the most 

deeply subversive of crimes. In this subject matter defendant has accredited me as 

a unique expert. My study is longer, broader, deeper and muhh more extensive than 

any other. I know of no significant error I have made in seven books, in coubtless 

public appearances and debates, or in any of my innumerable, lengthy and detailed 

affidavits, and I do not recall that any have ever been called to my attention, 

directly or indirectly. This defendant is responsible for the major official in

vest igations of the assassinations of President Kennedy and Dr. King. My examina

tion of this defendant's record in the investigations of both crimes discloses 

major failings and shortcomings. I am the one who brought most of defendant's 

failings and shortcomings to light. This has earned me defendant's enmity. Without 

dispute, the case record reflect that in 1967 the FBI decided to "!!top" me and my 

writing by keeping me tied up in litigation. Defendant's record in this case as 

documented in this and related affidavits is entirely consistent with if not 

intended to further that improper objective. Aside from all else that can fairly 

be said about this, it certainly is another facet of defendant's bad faith. 

282. There is another and a dangerous consequence of this bad faith. While 

I am not a lawyer, my other experiences are extensive. Forty years ago I was a 

correspondent and wrote on national and international affairs. I worked for the 

Senate and in intelligence as an analyst of political affairs. My experiences with 

and under the Freedom of Information Act and with this defendant are considerable 

and years long. I have obser;,ed the courts and their functioning more than most 

nonlawyers and with a knowledge that most lawyers cannot have of what is before the 

courts. Based on this experience, I believe that defendant's bad faith that I 

document has the serious ~nd dangerous consequence of undermingng the independence 

of the judiciary, of endangering if not nullifying justice and of negating an 

enactment of the Congress. I belivve that if the executive branch can do these 

things to the legislative or the judicial, it can be hazardou fto their independence 
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ADDENDUM TO AFFIDAVIT OF SEPTEMBER 9, 1982 

286. After completing the third of my recent affidavits addressing bad 

faith in this case of defendant ' s counsel and witnesses, I decided that, even though 

I had saated that for all their length these affidavits could not be inclusive, 

another of defendant's present counsel's extraordinary demonstrations of bad faith 

ought to be included. While to a degree it is in the case record - and entirely 

undisputed - the case record is so voluminous and covers so long a peri od of time 

it might not be recalled . 

287. Present defendant's counsel, in a l most every conceivable way short of 

dynamiting, obstructed the depositions. Beginning with the practice of being late, 

he interrupted and harassed constantly, addressed my counsel, a court reporter and 

me l~udly and offensively , including with blatant lies, slapped the table noisily 

with both palms, beat on it with his fists, threatened to end the taking of testi

mony, shouted, threatened my counsel with violence and so terrified an innocent, 

inoffensive and quite competent court reporter that she refused to continue taking 

the testimony. The last day he represented FBI special agent witnesses he so 

frightened my then assistant, Ms. Rae Barrett, that she fled the conference r oom 

i n which the depositions were taken and did not return unti l he had left the building. 

288. The commotion he created, which regularly disturbed the entire f loor 

of offices my counsel then shared with others in the Christian Science Building, was 

so severe and annoying that one of the other men told me that if it happened once 

more he would literally throw defendant's counsel out. That was after the FBI 

depositions, the first of the two days of appeals office depositions . Mes srs. 

Mitchell and Shea were the witnesses. He moderated once he was not putting on his 

show before - and with - the FBI SAs. 

289. He objected to. everything, ranging from how my counsel elected to 

ask his questions to the sequence in which he used exhibits to the infrequent and 

temporary absence of an extra retention copy of an exhibit - even to when and how 

long the lunch break would be. Throughout al l of this and more bad behavior , he 

tried to load the transcript with the most pr ejudicial falsehoods of h is own 

creation, particularly as he sought to try his case on me. Once I forc ed this to 
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an issue, he shifted his offense, concentrating his very offensive behavior on 

my counsel. 

290. Particularly during the deposition of SA Kilty, who is a professional 

witness and within my personal experience a professional perjurer, he behaved very 

badly. 

291. Kilty is a Lab agent. in his book on the FBI, w.i:ttten with FBI 

cooperation, Sanford Ungar sates that these agents are specially t ained to frus

trate cross-examination so successfully they intimidate private counsel. Kilty is 

exceptionally adept at nonresponsiveness , evasiveness and snide and disconcerting 

cracks. He could and did wander and ques tion in order not to respond and to dis

concert. Especially with him, as I detected what he was doing, I wrote short 

reminders for my counsel. From time to time I whispered to him. Once Kilty saw 

me pass a note or whisper he would stop in mid- sentence and merely stare . Then, 

but more often before Kilty could go into his act, defendant's counsel would allege, 

usually loudly , that I was disconcerting Kilty and in general interfering with his 

testimony. This, o f course, was false. There is nothing unusual in passing a note 

to counsel and my whispering, into my counsel's ear, was intended not to be over

heard. Once my counsel called his bluff by asking him to repeat what he claimed 

I had whispered loud enough for him to bear. He could not because he was lying 

to create a false and prejudicial record. In an effor t to end this, when he made 

one of his threats to terminate the depositions over it, I told hmm to go ahead and 

do it, that he was not going to keep me from conferri ng with my counsel . 

292. What finally ended his concent r ation on me with his dirty tricks was 

my appearance one morning with a tape recorder. He asked what it was for and I 

told him to make a tape recording to reflec t that he was lying in his claims that 

I was speaking out loud and disturbing his witnesses. He then refused to let that 

deposition start. I offered to let him run the r ecorder if he would preserve the 

tape. He refused. I made it clear that I was wi lling for the matter to be taken 

to the Court. He knew there was no shortage of witnesses. I did not remove the 

tape recorder , which I had not turned on. We would have gone to the Court if he 

had not agreed f or iuiecounsel t o make a statement f or the record in which he noted 

the falsity of defendant 's counsel's alleg~t i ons. Defendant's counall did not elect 

to make even a proforma denial. 
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293. Instead, he began to concentrate his tricks on my counsel. He let 

himseif go so far in this that he claimed my counsel was responsible for his 

ciaimed i nability to keep his own papers in order. 

294. He insisted on sitting between the FBI agents and my counsel. This 

meant that both attorneys had to try to crowd all their papers onto the same area 

of table space. His insistence upon occupying that one particular position at the 

not at all inadequate conference table meant that my counsel had to keep many of 

his papers on the fl oor. 

295. We almost always had extra copies of exhibits for him and the SAs. 

The only exceptions were when something unanticipated came up. When we offered to 

xerox a r etention copy immediately on the office copier he still made personal 

complaints against my counsel and delayed the deposition until it was done. 

296. When the questioning returned to an earlier exhibit, he was loud in 

verbal complaints, slapping and fist - baiging, for all the world as though it is 

unheard-of and somehow wrong to confront an adverse witness with a contradiction 

or a reminder . 

297. Re arranged to be so late that the morning session was as much as a 

third over before he showed up with his witnesses. He then pulled every kind of 

trick to waste more time. He insisted on breaks outside the conference room for his 

client to reread or discuss a not unfamiliar record, which was almost always a short 

one. Often he would take long periods of time for them or for alleged conferring 

with the SAs and them only. On occasion the private corridor or the receptions 

room was not adequate for his contrived needs for privacy. He even asked for and 

used my counsel's office - with its door closed even though .we w~re not close by. 

He thus got two FBI SAs into my counsel's office for up to a half- hour at a time. 

298. The last morning of FBI depositions he loudly a~d emphatically insulted 

and offended the cultured court reporter who had done and said·nothing to provoke 

him. He t,en created quite a connnotion by insisting on taking a lo~g lunch break 

although he, personally, had wasted an inordinate amount of time .. ··.When my counsel, 
' . \ 

in order to complete the deposition that day despite all of this a'nd ' other stonewall-
·. \ ~ 

ing, refused, he got so offensive and s o abusive that my counsJ.l go~t ·up and left the 
\\. 
'' 

room, leaving all hi s papers behind. 
. ' \ ' . . 

After my counsel left, def'rfn'dant ·' s counsel, 

·1, I careful to keep his voice l ow, threatened my counsel with physi;cp;l viilence. At that 

! . 
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point I decided that something forceful had to be done to end this kind of very 

bad personal conduct . So I called after my counsel and asked him to return. I 

then repeated the threat and neither he nor the agents denied he had made it. My 

counsel just stood there, waiting for him to make good on his threat and looking 
/,i,nt 

at hmm in s ilence . The two agents (the second was Jack Slicks, of the FBI's Legal 

Counsel Division) tried to quiet him and then took him away to lunch. 

299. Ms . Barrett had fled in panic. As soon as he left, the court reporter 

phoned her office to say she could not carry on, to report that she had never been 

so abused in her life, and to urge that she be replaced with a man. 

300 . The most common .. of his many efforts to disconcert and distract my 

counsel and imp.ede the orderly flow of questions and testimony was to contrive 

reasons for his witness not to answer. Often he succeeded. Often, too, the agents 

used the time to figure out some way of not responding, sometimes by asking ques

tions and by addres sing something else. 

301. He did not pull any of his shenanigans when Messrs. Mitchell l and 

Shea were the witnesses, but he did try to keep them from answering. Both are 
i~Mt'..d A,,,;,,. _ 7A.-ey /J~tc-n ed &,/t_;;.A. J.>z Stle;J'J-e:~ 

attorneys . They lga~eaadhta ,hii!hi~ iiieeaeeatid ,a.aian&mieftde and then answered. 

But that did not stop him. While he did not succeed in talking them into not 

answering, he did succeed in wasting still more time. Some of their testimony was 

to fact that was not to his liking, as he knew it would be from what Mr. Shea had 

already test ified to and stated in several reports to the Court . 

302. As the Court noted, defendant had something to hide. This extraordi-' 

narily bad behavior did succeed in keeping s ome of it hidden. However , it dj_j not 

prevent the disclosure of the. exact opposite of some of what defendant h&d told 

the Court. 

303. As soon as what he was up to was apparent, I asked my counsel to take 

his conduct to the Court. My counsel declined in order not to further burden the 

Court because this case already had been stonewalled for so long by defendant. He 

told me that, in spite of these endless bad-faith carryings-on, the record would 

still reflect that the searches were not made, that pertinent records were withheld 

and other noncompliance. It does. For example, in deposing Wiseman and Kilty, we 

learned that Kilty had not made the search 7iseman swore he had o' ma~e. From Kilty 
('e.C~S 

we learned of the existence of pertinent Lab fjlH&8 of the ~ithheld NAA printouts 
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(Polaroids) and the fact t hat they were not in Central Records. Defendant had 

repeat edly told the Court and me the untruth t hat all FBIHQ records are in Central 

Records.) Messrs. Shea and Mitchell tes tified of personal knowledge that the FBI's 

divisions do have their own records, giving the lie to the FBI's oft-repeated 

falsehood that the divisions have no records. Hartingh was unable to explain how, 

with thet FBI liberali t y o f wh ich h i s successor Beckwith had boasted, parts of the 

"liberally" reprocessed prose cutori al index were reduced by hal f; or how what had 

not been withheld was withheld after this "liberal~" i n greater "d isclosure. " 
~.,ieS 

He promised to do so, but he still has not. The depos itions left it beyond~-

tion that no real searches ere ever made, that pertinent records remain withheld -and that defendant gave the Court sworn1to untruth. 

304. For some of the continued withholding of the c learly pertinent· and 

fo r s ome of the persisting refusal to make pertinent searches defendant's counsel 

has ersonal responsibility. For example, when Kilty admitted having located -

but not provided - those NAA printouts (Polaroids), we asked for their belated 

production. Defendant,·s counsel refused. He told me to make a new request - for 

what I had specifically requested in Item 2 of my April 15, 1975, request - mo~e 

than four years earlier. When we established that no search outside of MURKI N had 

been made to comply with Item 7 of that request and also e stabl ished the unquestinn-

able need to search the 9l, files for compliance, he again refused to have )his done . 

As a result, and also as a result of the undeviating refusal to confront my affi-

davits while cla i ming that no material facts remain in dispute, the printouts are 
i 

still Wtthheld and the required searches remain unmade. He also heard Mr . Shea and 

Mr . Mitchell testify that the Stipulation records were processed improperly. They 

remain improperly processed. 

HAROLD WEISBERG 

FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 

Before me this 14th day of September 1982 Deponent Harold Weisberg has 
appeared and signedthhis affidavit, first having sworn that the statements made 
therein are true. 

My commission expires July 1, 1986. 

NOTARY PUBLIC I N AND FOR 
FREDERICK COUNTY , MARYLAND ' 
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I 
and to American concdpts of freedom and slf- government • regardless of what is 

in the minds of those responsible , regard:ess of how worthwhile they may regard 

their objectives. 

283. While these should be the concerns of all, perhaps they are of more 

concern to me because I am a f i rst- generation American whose parents , having sur

vived one of the worst. of history's tyrannies, came.here s o that they and I might 

be free. Anything that can in any way or in any degree present any hazard to any 

freedom therefore concerns me much. I believe thi s bad faith represents such a ···. 

danger . 

284 . I believe t\:i.at the Freedom of Information Act bespeakB a uniquely 

American concept, t hat i n a tree and r eppesentative society and for its preserva

t i on the peopl e have the right to know what their government does . I therefore 

bel i eve tha t anything which subverts the letter, spiri t or purposes of the Act is 

such a danger and that defendant ' s bad fa i th that I document is such a danger. 

285. I be lieve also that freedoms are like muscles, they mus t be exercised 

f or t heir preservation; that to protec t t hem is, to the degree each can assume it , 

a personal respons i bili t y ; and that to the de gree each may make this effort, he 
~A e ti er c, -r -noC 

serves public ,,;,1i,~eF9mraeot per sona l i nterests. I therefore believe t hat in 

documenting defendant's bad faith i n this litigation, I do s erve a necessary public 

i nterest . At my age, i n my i mpai red health, and with all else I would f or selfish 

or personal reasnns like t o have done with the time and effor t this affidavit 

required, I believe I serve no selfi sh i nterest in documenting this defendant' s 

bad fai t h . 

HAROLD WEISBERG 

FREDERI CK COUNTY, M.ARYLA't'l'"D 

Before me t h is 9th day o f September 1982 deponent Harold Weisberg has 
appeared and signed t his a ffidavit, firs t having sworn tha t the statements 
made t her e i n are true . 

My c ommission expi r e s July 11 1986. 

NOTARY PUBLIC I N AND FOR 
fglEDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 




